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1 Introduction  

1.1 About MT Showcase 

MT Showcase is the perfect solution for presenting rich interactive media content. It can 

present a wide range of media content in an innovative and intuitive way. It also allows 

designers to create custom interactive apps that can run on MultiTaction Cells, making 

use of all their advanced features. 

For example, MT Showcase allows your users to: 

▪ View and zoom high-resolution photos, graphics, and charts  

▪ View and zoom vector graphics, such as maps 

▪ View and zoom videos, even with 4K resolution 

▪ Browse PDF documents such as brochures  

▪ Annotate documents and images with infrared pens  

▪ Use Codice markers (2D barcodes) to send screen content to an email account or 

to display specific content on the screen 

MT Showcase ships with a range of ready-to-use content for demonstration purposes. For 

example, MultiTaction resellers can use MT Showcase to demonstrate the multi-touch 

high-resolution display capabilities of MultiTaction Cells.  

 

MT Showcase on an interactive video wall  

But the real power of MT Showcase is provided through the Editor. The Editor is a 

web-based tool that lets you create MT Showcase apps. You can run these apps on a 

video wall to give your users a compelling interactive experience. See section 1.2 for 

details about the Editor.  
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1.2 About the MT Showcase Editor 

The MT Showcase Editor is a web-based tool for creating custom MT Showcase apps. 

No coding is required. Anyone can use the Editor to create a compelling interactive 

experience for their users.  

The Editor allows you to choose the background and content for your app (including 

images, videos, web sites, and PDFs) and an animated background. You can specify how 

screen items behave. For example, you can control how finger menus look and behave.  

Finally, you also use the Editor to perform various administrative tasks in MT Showcase. 

For example, you can export and import apps; you can manage the media library; and 

you can set up the Email Sending service, allowing users to send screen items to an email 

address.  

And best of all, you can edit an app on the fly, while it is running on your video wall. 

As soon as you click Save, your app is updated. No need to close the app, no waiting while 

it recompiles. You can see the effects of your changes immediately!  

 

MT Showcase Editor. Example ‘Editing a widget’ page. This example shows how to add buttons 

to a new toolbar that can be used by any widgets in your app.   
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2 Concepts 

2.1 Apps 

An app is an individual MT Showcase application. An app defines the actual content 

available to users on your video wall (images, videos, PDFs, and so on), plus the 

appearance and behavior of screen items such as finger menus, content hotspots, and 

the screen background.  

To create an app, you must define a structure. Typically, you also assign a theme and 

service set to your app, although these are not mandatory. 

▪ The structure defines the combination of widgets used in each layer of the app; see 

section 2.3. 

▪ A theme is a collection of attribute values for MT Showcase widgets. If your app uses 

a theme, widgets inherit their attribute values from the theme; see section 2.4. 

▪ A service set defines a specific administrative setup for an MT Showcase app. See 

section 2.5.  

A single MT Showcase installation can support multiple apps. You run apps and create 

new apps in the App launcher screen. You can also edit and save apps in this screen, 

assigning a name, structure, theme, and service set.  

 

App launcher screen. 1 Edit and Save buttons. 2 Run button. 3. ‘New app name’ input box and 

‘Create new app’ button.  

1 

2 

3 
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2.2 Widgets and attributes 

A widget is simply a component in an MT Showcase app. A widget’s attributes, such as its 

size, behavior and appearance, can be defined in the Showcase Editor.  

2.2.1 Widgets 

There are several types of widget in MT Showcase. But as an MT Showcase app designer, 

you will mainly focus on widgets that display content directly (such as the image viewer) 

and widgets that open or launch content (such as menus and hotspots).  

The following widgets display content directly. They contain the text, images and video 

content that you want to show on your video wall. 

▪ Image viewer: Displays image files, including png, jpeg, bmp and tif files. 

▪ Image movie: Plays a sequence of images as an animation or movie. 

▪ Video viewer: Plays a video. The video source can be a video file (eg, an MP4 movie), 

a video stream, or a video capture device (eg, a web cam). 

▪ Web browser: Displays web pages and HTML files, but can also display images, videos, 

text files and PDFs.  

▪ PDF Book: Displays PDF documents as open books. It uses a realistic page-flip 

animation when paging through a document. 

▪ PDF Flow: Displays PDF documents as a stack of pages. It uses a carousel-like 

animation when paging through a document. 

▪ Cloud: Displays a rotating collection of items (images, movies, browsers, and so on), 

clustered together in a ball. Users rotate the cloud to find the item they want.  

▪ Canvus launcher: Opens MT Canvus, either in a window or in full-screen mode.  

   

     

Example content widgets. 1 Image viewer. 2 Video viewer. 3 Web browser. 4 PDF Book. 5 PDF Flow. 

6 Cloud widget.  

2 1 3 

6 5 4 
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These widgets display menus, or activate screen hotspots: 

▪ Finger menu: This displays when a user taps an empty area of the screen. It is a 

circular animated menu, with child bubbles radiating from a central bubble. Child 

bubbles represent individual menu items and can display thumbnail images.  

(Separate widgets control the appearance and behavior of the individual bubbles and 

the connectors that radiate out from the central bubble to the child bubbles.)  

▪ Teaser menu: This is a type of finger menu that drifts slowly across the screen. It 

appears on screen as a single bubble. Typically, the teaser animates (or ‘wobbles’) 

briefly at regular intervals to attract users' attention. Users can tap the teaser to open 

a regular finger menu. For greater impact, you can specify multiple instances of a 

teaser drifting across the screen at the same time. 

(A separate widget controls the behavior of the teaser menu, including its speed, 

direction and animation properties.)   

▪ Content hotspot: These are special areas of the screen that support custom 

interactions. When users tap a hotspot, menus or other widgets such images or 

videos are displayed. The app designer specifies the number of hotspots, their size 

and location. They can also assign images or videos as hotspot background.  

 

Example finger menu and teaser menu.  

Teaser: 1 Teaser bubble. Tap the bubble to open a finger menu. 2 Teaser movement.  

Finger menu: 3 Central bubble. 4 Child bubble. In this example, the bubbles display thumbnails 

(or ‘preview images’) of the menu items. Tap any child bubble to display the menu item. 5 Bubble 

connector. 6 Bubble background color. 7 Bubble visible name.  

Other types of widget include games (Pong and Missile Command) and Codice detectors. 

(A Codice is a 2D barcode or marker printed on paper or card.) 

Most widgets mentioned above are interactive. Users can move, resize, rotate, pin and 

close these widgets, if permitted. As the app designer, you determine what actions are 

permitted for each widget in the app. For example, you may include an image with a fixed 

size and position in your app, but superimpose a hotspot above this image so that, when 

3 

6 

4 

5 

7 

1 

2 
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a user taps the image, MT Showcase opens a menu of secondary items (such as images, 

videos, or PDFs) that users can move and resize as they like.  

2.2.2 Attributes 

A widget has attributes that define its size, location, appearance or behavior. Some 

widgets have many attributes. Others may only have one or two attributes. And some 

widgets have none.  

Most widget attributes either have numeric values (such as height and width, screen 

coordinates, or snap to angle increments) or an Enabled check box (the attribute can be 

enabled or not enabled).  

But some attributes take different values. For some, you must specify the path and 

filename of an asset in the media library (such as a Book widget’s PDF file). For others, 

you choose from a drop-down list of values (for example, the toolbar attribute lets you 

choose from a list of existing toolbars or create a new one).  

 

Editing a structure screen. 1 Example widget attributes pane. 

2.2.3 Widget library 

The widget library is a repository of shared widgets that you can re-use in any MT 

Showcase apps on your MT Showcase server.  

What is a shared widget? These are specific types of widgets that you have created and 

named. As soon as you create a shared widget, it appears in the widget library. You can 

quickly edit or rename any shared widgets in the widget library.  

1 
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The most common types of shared widget include: 

▪ Finger menus: These are circular animated menus; see page 10. 

Before you can display a finger menu in your MT Showcase app, you must create at 

least one named finger menu widget (such as ‘Main menu’). This widget determines 

the menu’s general properties such as its content set, opening animation, and 

timeout.  

▪ Menu bubbles: Items in finger menus are shown as bubbles, radiating from a central 

bubble. This widget sets the bubble size, color, image and label. 

Before you can display a finger menu in your MT Showcase app, you must create at 

least one named bubble widget (such as ‘Red bubbles’).  

Note: By default, finger menus render menu items as circular bubbles. But if you 

prefer, you can use any image you want. For example, you can set up a finger menu to 

use your corporate logo instead of bubbles.  

▪ Bubble connectors: In a finger menu, connectors attach child bubbles to the central 

bubble. This widget sets the connector color and length and how much they bend 

when a user drags the menu. 

Before you can display a finger menu in your MT Showcase app, you must create at 

least one name bubble connector widget (such as ‘Short red connector’).  

▪ Toolbars: Before you can assign a toolbar to, say, an image viewer, you must create 

and name a toolbar widget.  

For example, you may want to create a toolbar named ‘Pin and Close Toolbar’. You 

can then assign this toolbar to any image viewer in your app. In fact, you can assign 

this toolbar to any content widget in your app (for example, video viewers, PDF 

viewers and browsers).  

▪ Close after idle: If a user stops interacting with a widget (for example, a menu item or 

an item opened from a hotspot), the widget fades and closes automatically. ‘Close 

after idle’ specifies the timeout and fade duration for idle widgets.  

You can create separate versions of this widget. For example, you may want two 

versions of this widget (’30 second timeout’ and ‘60 second timeout’) to enable you 

to assign different timeouts to, say, videos and PDFs.  

▪ Teaser operator: This widget controls how a teaser moves across the screen. You can 

set its speed, direction, and animation properties. 

Before you can add a teaser to your MT Showcase app, you must create a teaser 

operator (such as ‘Slow drift and frequent animation’).  

▪ Opening animations: Many widgets can play an animation when they open. For 

example, finger menus can open with a circular progress bar or a spinning spiral of 

small starts. You can create and name widgets to control the properties of these 

animations, such as their color and speed (such as ‘White star spiral’).  
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2.3 Structures  

A structure defines the framework of an MT Showcase app. Specifically, it defines the 

combination of widgets—their types, size and location on screen—used in each layer of 

the app. Instructions for creating a structure are in section 9. 

 

MT Showcase Editor, ‘Editing a structure’ screen. 1 Structures menu. 2 Overlay, Menu, Main and 

Background layers. 3 Save button and Discard Changes button. 

2.3.1 Overlay 

This is the topmost layer in an MT Showcase app. Widgets in this layer operate above any 

screen content in the main layer. There are six overlay widgets: 

▪ Animated content: The animated content widget applies animation to image and 

video widgets. There are two types of animation. You can configure images or videos 

to float slowly across the screen. Or you can configure them to pulse rhythmically, 

fading in and out at random screen locations. For details, see section 17.2.  

Note: Animated content is also available in the background layer (see section 2.3.4). 

If added to the overlay layer, content appears above items in the main layer. If added 

to the background layer, content appears underneath items in the main layer.  

▪ Champagne and Ripple: These widgets are purely cosmetic and superimpose 

animated special effects above the main app layer (streams of rising bubbles and 

wavelets emanating outwards from a finger, respectively). 

Note: Champagne and Ripple widgets are also available in the background layer (see 

section 2.3.4). If these are added to the overlay layer, the bubbles or wavelets appear 

to be moving above items in the main layer. If they are added to the background layer, 

the bubbles or wavelets appear to be underneath items in the main layer.  

2 

1 

3 
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▪ Input Visualizer: This widget is provided for administrative purposes. It shows 

visualizations of touch events for fingers, hands, Codice cards, and infrared pens. It 

also provides a quick mechanism for identifying Codice code numbers. For an 

example use of the Input Visualizer, see section 11.1. 

▪ Maximization area: This widget defines an area (or areas) on the screen where 

maximized widgets are displayed. When a widget is maximized (for example, when a 

user taps the Maximize toolbar button), it floats to the nearest maximization area and 

scales up to fill the area. For details, see section  17.8. 

▪ Screensaver: A screensaver widget can display a background such as Awesome or 

Shader effect, an image or movie, or animated content. The screensaver is displayed 

when the app has been idle for a specified time. To clear the screensaver and return 

to the app, the user taps the screen. For details, see section 15. 

2.3.2 Menu layer 

This layer is where you define a finger menu; see the screenshot page 10. To open a 

finger menu, users tap and hold any area of empty screen.  

Instructions for creating a finger menu are in section 4. 

2.3.3 Main layer 

This layer includes the content widgets that users see when they use the app. It can 

include any combination of image, video, browser, PDF and cloud widgets.  

This layer can also contain content hotspots, teasers, a launcher for MT Canvus, games 

(Pong and Missile Command) and Codice detectors.  

See section 2.2.1 for an overview of the main widgets.  

2.3.4 Background layer  

This layer defines the screen background. It can include: 

▪ Animated content. This widget applies animation to image and video widgets. You can 

configure images or videos to float slowly across the screen. Or you can configure 

them to pulse rhythmically, fading in and out at random screen locations. For details, 

see section 17.2.  

Note: Animated content is also available in the overlay layer (see section 2.3.1).  

▪ An animated background. The following backgrounds are available:  

- Awesome: Displays a drifting background of purple and cyan clouds, similar in 

effect to the Aurora Borealis. 

- Shader Effect: The default shader resembles the night sky, with dramatic purple 

and magenta nebulae drifting across the screen, punctuated with cores of bright 

white light. However, you can use a custom shader file if required.  
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▪ Animation effects superimposed on the screen background (Champagne, Ripple and 

Sparkles). These widgets are interactive and respond to touches, emanating outwards 

from the user’s fingers. 

- Champagne: Displays streams of rising bubbles, like in a glass of sparkling wine. 

- Ripple: Displays wavelets, like ripples on a pond.  

- Sparkles: Displays swirls of particles. Its effect is like dragging your hand through a 

sparkling fluid.  

Note: The Champagne or Ripple special effects widgets are also available in the 

overlay layer (see section 2.3.1).  

▪ Images and movies. These widgets occupy fixed positions on the screen and are not 

interactive. For example, you may want a video looping continuously in the 

background or you may want to use a background image as wallpaper. 

▪ An annotation widget. This defines the color and timeout for annotations drawn on 

the screen with an infrared pen.  
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2.4 Themes 

A theme is a collection of attribute values for MT Showcase widgets. If your app uses a 

theme, all widgets in the app will inherit their attribute values from this theme by default. 

Instructions for creating a theme are in section 8. 

Why use a theme? Themes provide consistent widget appearance and behavior across an 

app. They also simplify the process of creating apps, because the same theme can be 

used by one or more apps. 

Consider an image viewer widget. By default, an image viewer has no toolbar or title bar. 

But if you want the images in your app to have title bars and toolbars, you can create a 

theme that includes an image viewer widget with these features enabled. If you then 

assign this theme to your app, all image viewer widgets in your app will automatically 

inherit a toolbar and title bar. This approach is far quicker than individually configuring 

each image viewer.  

    

Example inheritance from theme. 1 Before a theme is applied to the app, this Image Viewer widget 

has no title bar or toolbar. 2 After a theme is applied, the widget inherits the title bar (3) and 

toolbar (4) defined in the theme. 

Of course, there may be occasions when you do not want a widget to use a theme. 

(For example, you may want to suppress title bars and toolbars for images in a cloud 

widget.) If so, you can always override the theme and apply custom attribute values to 

any widget in your app. To override the theme, you edit widgets directly in the app’s 

structure (see section 2.3) or content set (see section 2.6). 

Note: If an app does not use a theme, or no custom attributes are defined in the app 

structure, widgets use hard-coded default values.  

4 

3 

2 1 
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2.5 Service sets 

A service set defines a specific administrative setup for an MT Showcase app. Each 

MT Showcase installation can support multiple service sets. This allows MT Showcase 

designers to create multiple versions of an app, all with the same content and theme but 

each with a unique service set. For example, you may want to deploy the same app in 

your London and Paris offices but with a different service set in each location that 

specifies the local SMTP server.  

In the current version of MT Showcase, service sets can include the Email Sending service 

and Data Gathering service. Later versions of MT Showcase may include additional 

administrative features or services.  

▪ The Email Sending service is used for sending screen content from MT Showcase to a 

specified email account. When you add the email sending service to a service set, you 

must define such attributes as the SMTP host, credentials for an SMTP user, the 

sender’s email address and the email subject.  

For details, see section 10.1. 

▪ The Data Gathering service collects content usage data that can be imported into 

third party data visualization tools such as Tableau Desktop. Usage data is stored in a 

PostgreSQL database as event records.  

Example events include hand and finger touches, opening or closing a widget, playing 

a video, viewing a PDF, browsing to a URL, adding items to a personal space, and 

emailing items from a personal space.  

For details, see section 10.2. 
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2.6 Content sets 

A content set is collection of items (images, videos and PDFs). Content sets supply the 

items that are displayed by finger menus, teasers and clouds.  

To create a content set, you simply drag items from the MT Showcase media library. 

Detailed instructions for setting up a content set are in section 4.1. 

Note: You cannot add items directly from, say, your laptop to a content set. You must first 

drag the items into the MT Showcase media library.  

You can define multiple content sets for use by different widgets. For example, your app 

may include multiple teasers (see page 10), each of which launches a unique collection of 

images. You can also use the same content set across multiple apps.  

Items in a content set can be organized in a flat structure, or you can organize them 

hierarchically to reflect the menus and submenus that you want in your app. If your MT 

Showcase media library already contains items organized into the correct folders and 

subfolders, simply drag the folder directly into your content set to automatically create a 

corresponding menu structure.  

 

 

MT Showcase Editor, Content Set screen. 1 Items in content set. Also referred to as ‘assets’. 

1 
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2.7 Media Library 

The media library is a collection of images, videos, and PDFs stored on your MT Showcase 

server. If you want to include these items in your MT Showcase app, you must first add 

them to your media library. Crucially, the media library is the source for items in content 

sets (see section 2.5).  

To add items to the media library, you simply drag them from Windows Explorer (or from 

equivalent applications on Apple or Linux computers). You can then organize items in the 

media library into folders and subfolders as required.  

When you click an item in the media library, tabs at the bottom of the screen provide 

information about the item: 

▪ Preview: Shows a preview of the image, video or PDF 

▪ Description: Provides an input box for you to add a description of the item and 

copyright details. (This description is for your reference only.)  

▪ Codice URL: Provides an input box for you to add a URL for the item. For example, if a 

video in the media library is also available on your corporate website or YouTube, you 

can include its URL here.  

The purpose of this feature to avoid sending very large videos as email attachments. 

If a user sends this item from their personal space in MT Showcase, this URL is 

included in the email instead of the actual .mp4 file. See section 10.1.4. 

▪ Details: Shows the file size, date last modified and MIME type.  

 

MT Showcase Editor. 1 Media library button. Click to show or hide the media library. 

2 Media library. 3 Tabs showing information about currently selected item. 

2 

3 

1 
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2.8 Codice database 

Codices are square 2D barcodes, or markers, each with a unique code. A Codice card is 

simply a Codice printed on paper or card. You can assign a Codice card to an individual 

user, or you can configure the card to display specific content and make the card 

available to all users.  

For example, a user can use their own Codice card to access their personal space. This 

Codice card is their personal marker. The user simply holds their card against the screen 

to open their personal space. They can then drag items into the folder from the MT 

Showcase app and send them to their registered email address, providing a simple 

method for exporting screen content out of MT Showcase.  

Codice content refers the item that opens automatically when a user presents a specific 

Codice card (ie, holds it against the screen). This item could be a video or a finger menu, 

or even a product such as MT Canvus. This content is available to anyone who presents 

the correct card (ie, any card with the correct Codice code).  

You can also designate a Codice as an eraser. Any user can use an eraser card to erase 

pen or finger annotations from an MT Showcase app.  

For details about Codice detectors, personal markers, Codice content, and erasers, 

see section 11.  

 

Example Codice cards 
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3 Getting started 

3.1 Using the touch screen 

MT Showcase users can interact with the touch screen by using hand and finger gestures, 

an infrared pen, or Codice cards. 

3.1.1 Hand and finger gestures 

The hand and finger gestures recognized by MT Showcase are generally the same as the 

gestures for using smart phones or tablets. For example, use the familiar pinch and 

spread gestures to zoom in or out:  

    

You can also use your finger to drag or swipe items on screen. Tap the screen with your 

finger to ‘press’ buttons and open or close menus.  

To open a finger menu, tap and hold any empty area of the screen. See section 4. 

3.1.2 Infrared pens and erasers 

 
Infrared pen 

The pens supplied with MT Showcase have a touch-activated infrared LED in their tip. Use 

the pens to annotate screen items such as images, or to draw directly onto the screen.  

To set the default color of the pen stroke for annotations: 

▪ Drawn directly on the screen, edit the Annotation widget; see section 13.2.1. 

▪ Drawn on a widget, use the widget’s Color button; see section 13.2.2. 

 

Use infrared pens to draw sketches and captions on a canvas 

Pinch Spread 
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To delete annotations drawn with an infrared pen, use the eraser card supplied with MT 

Showcase. Place the card face down on the screen and rub out the annotation. (The 

eraser card is a special Codice card; see section 3.1.3.)  

 
Eraser card 

3.1.3 Codice cards 

A Codice is a user ID in the form of a 2D barcode (or marker). A Codice card is simply a 

Codice printed on paper or card.  

Users simply hold a Codice card against the screen to open a folder containing their 

personal items or to launch specific content. You can also designate a Codice as an eraser 

for erasing pen or finger annotations from an MT Showcase app. 

For details about using Codice cards, see section 11.  
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3.2 Start the Editor 

Terminology: For simplicity, the instructions below refer to ‘your laptop’ when describing 

the device you use to run the Editor. Although this device is generally a laptop, you can run 

the Editor on any compatible device including desktop computers and tablets. 

The MT Showcase Editor is a web-based application, so you can browse to the Editor 

from your laptop.  

Follow these steps: 

1. First, verify that MT Showcase is installed on the application computer that drives 

your video wall.  

For download and installation instructions, please contact MultiTaction Support:  

https://www.multitaction.com/support-services 

Note: The application computer is the external computer that runs Cornerstone and, if 

required, other touch-enabled applications such as MT Showcase and MT Canvus.  

2. Display MT Showcase on your video wall.  

The MT Showcase service starts automatically when the application computer starts 

up. If no app has been set up on the MT Showcase server, MT Showcase displays the 

setup advisory screen and directs you to the URL for the MT Showcase Editor: 

 

MT Showcase setup advisory screen. This screen displays when no app is running. 

3. Recommended: Position yourself with your laptop so you can see the video wall.  

Although you do not need to see the video wall while you are editing an MT Showcase 

app, for obvious reasons it is better if you can see it to assess how your edits are 

affecting the application’s layout and content.  
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4. Start the MT Showcase Editor.  

To do this, browse to the IP address of the application computer.  

By default, the Editor listens on port 80 so you do not need to specify a port number. 

However, if your network administrator specified a non-default port number when 

installing MT Showcase, you must add a port suffix to the IP address.  

For example, if the application computer IP address is 10.30.1.75 and the Editor is 

configured to listen on port 100, browse to: 

10.30.1.75:100 

5. When the MT Showcase Editor starts up, it displays the start screen.  

You can now start creating your first app. 

 

MT Showcase Editor start screen. 1 Editor URL. 2 Editor menu. 3 Media library button. 

4 App list. This list is empty until you create your first app. 

3 

1 

2 

4 
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3.3 Create a simple app 

In this section, you will create a simple app that contains a browser and animated 

background.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a new structure  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Enter a name in the New structure name field. For example, My First Structure. 

c. Click the Create New button.  

The Editing a Structure screen appears.  

2. Add an animated background to the structure 

a. Go to the Background section and click Add a new widget to background.  

b. From the pop-up Background widget menu, choose an animated background.  

This menu includes two animated backgrounds, Awesome and Shader effect. For 

this example, click the Add button for Shader effect.  

Note: This menu includes animated backgrounds plus other items that can be 

added to an app’s background layer (for example, image and video widgets, and 

special effects). For details about the background layer, see section 2.3.4. 

c. Click the Save button to add the background to My First Structure.  

A preview image of your selected background now displays in the right-hand pane. 

 

MT Showcase Editor, Editing a Structure screen. 1 ‘Add a new widget to background’ 

hyperlink. 2 Background widget menu. 3 Shader effect animated background widget and 

Add button. 4 Preview of shader effect background. 5 Annotation widget and Add button. 

6 Save button. 

1 

5 

2 

3 

4 

6 
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3. Add a web browser to the structure 

a. Still in the Editing a structure screen, go to the Main section and click Add a new 

widget to main. 

Note: For an overview of widgets and attributes, see section 2.1. 

b. From the pop-up menu, choose a web browser. (You need to click the 

corresponding Add button.) 

c. Set the web browser attributes. Widget attributes control how the appearance 

and behavior of screen items. For this task, we only want to specify the URL for 

the web browser. We will experiment with other browser attributes such as 

location and size later. 

In the Web browser attributes pane, set the URL attribute to the web site you 

want. For example, www.multitaction.com. 

Tip: Although you may be tempted to enable the Pin the widget when it opens? 

attribute, we recommend that you don’t do this yet. Although this would allow you 

to browse web pages, it would also mean that you cannot move or resize the 

browser widget until you add a toolbar in section 3.5. For more information, see 

the note in step 6.  

d. Click the Save button to add the browser to My First Structure.  

4. Create a new app 

a. Click App launcher  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Enter a name in the New app name field. For example, My First App. 

c. Click the Create New button.  

5. Add the structure to the new app 

a. Still in the  App launcher screen, click the Edit button for My First App. 

b. In the Structure column, choose My First Structure from the drop-down list. 

c. Click the Save button for My First App. 
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MT Showcase Editor, App launcher screen. 1 New app. 2 Edit, Run and Save buttons. 

3 New app name field and Create New button.  

6. Run the new app 

Still in the  App launcher screen, click the Run button for My First App. 

The new app appears on your video wall. Use hand gestures (see section 3.1.1) to 

move, resize and rotate the browser. To remove the browser, drag it off the screen. 

Important: If you try to browse pages on the web site, you will not be able to because 

the widget will move. This is because MT Showcase interprets your touches as move or 

resize gestures. To fix this, all browser widgets must be pinned before users can use 

them; this will be covered when you add a toolbar in section 3.5.1. 

 

MT Showcase app, with web browser widget in default location 

In the next section, you will learn how to edit your new app. 

2 

4 
3 

1 
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3.4 Edit your app 

Like most design processes, designing an MT Showcase app requires trial and error 

adjustments until you get the results you want. In this section, you will experiment with 

adjusting the background and browser attributes.  

1. Edit the background  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the My First Structure hyperlink. 

The Editing a structure screen appears.  

c. In the Background section, click the Awesome widget.  

d. In the Awesome attributes pane, experiment with the animation speed.  

Try raising the value for the Effect speed attribute.  

e. Click the Save button.  

2. Review the app changes on your video wall  

If My First App is still running, the background change takes effect immediately. 

Otherwise, follow the instructions in step 5 of section 3.3.  

If required, keep, adjust or undo the changes to the Awesome background.  

3. Edit the browser  

a. Still in the Editing a structure screen, go to the Main section and click the Web 

browser widget. 

b. In the Web browser attributes pane, experiment with new values for the browser 

attributes. For example: 

- Location: You define a widget’s location by specifying the horizontal and 

vertical coordinates of its top-left corner. By default, the coordinates for 

widgets in the main layer are (0,0), meaning they display in the top-left corner 

of the screen.  

Experiment with new locations. For example, enter co-ordinates of (200,0) to 

shift the browser 200 pixels to the right.  

- Scale: Experiment with different scaling factors for the widget. For example, 

enter a value of 1.5 to display the browser at 150% of its default size.  

- Enable resize handle: Set this attribute to Enabled to show a resize handle in 

bottom right corner of the browser. 

- URL: Experiment with a different web site URL.  

c. Click the Save button.  

4. Review the app changes on your video wall  

If My First App is still running, the browser changes take effect immediately. 

Otherwise, follow the instructions in step 5 of section 3.3. 

If required, keep, adjust or undo the changes to the browser.  

In the next section, you will learn how to extend your new app. 
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3.5 Add a toolbar  

It’s often useful, or even necessary, to add toolbars to widgets in your app. Toolbars can 

include Close, Pin and Maximize buttons, plus Color and Clear buttons for widget 

annotations (see section 12).  

The following sections show you how to add a toolbar containing Close and Pin buttons 

to your web browser. (The Pin feature is explained in section 3.5.3.) 

3.5.1 Create a new toolbar  

Before you can assign a toolbar to the web browser, you must create and name a toolbar 

widget. Then you must edit the toolbar and select the toolbar buttons.  

Follow these steps 

1. Edit the Web browser attributes  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the My First Structure hyperlink. 

c. In the Main section, click the Web browser widget. 

2. Add a new toolbar  

a. In the Web browser attributes pane, go to the Toolbar attribute. 

b. Click the New button.  

c. In the Add a new Toolbar widget pop-up, click the Add button. 

 
Add a new Toolbar widget pop-up 

d. Type a name for the new toolbar widget. For example, My First Toolbar. 

e. Click the Save button.  
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3. Now you can assign buttons to the new toolbar.  

a. Click the Edit button to display the Editing a widget screen.  

b. In the Toolbar structure pane, click the Add a new widget to Toolbar primary-top 

hyperlink. 

Note: MT Showcase supports primary and secondary toolbars. The toolbar type 

determines the position of the buttons; see section 12.2.  

c. In the pop-up Add a new Toolbar menu, add the Close and Pin buttons. (Click the 

corresponding Add buttons.) 

Note: The Pin feature is explained in section 3.5.3. 

d. Click the Save button. 

 

Toolbar structure pane. 1 ‘Add a new widget to Toolbar primary-top’ hyperlink. 

2 ‘Add a new toolbar’ menu. 3 Close button. 4 Pin button. 5 Save button. 

3 

4 

1 

5 

2 
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3.5.2 Test the toolbar 

You have now added a new toolbar to your web browser. The  and  buttons in the 

toolbar allow users to pin or close the browser.   

To test the toolbar: 

1. Restart your app.  

a. Go to the  App launcher screen.  

b. Click the Restart button for My First App. 

2. The new toolbar is now attached to the web browser. Try using the new buttons.  

If you close the browser, you can repeat step 1 to re-start your app.  

For more about pinned widgets, see section 3.5.3. 

  

Example widget toolbar. 1 Browser widget with no toolbar. 2 Browser widget with toolbar. This 

toolbar is in the primary-top position. 3 Pin button. 4 Close button.  

3.5.3 About pin  

Normally, you can freely move and resize individual screen items (widgets) in an app. But 

this is not always desired behavior. Sometimes you may want to lock the size and position 

of an item so you do not inadvertently move it off the screen or make it too small to be 

useful. The pin feature allows you to lock the size and position of screen items. 

When designing your app, you can edit a widget’s attributes to determine whether: 

▪ The widget is pinned or not when it first opens. 

▪ The widget has a toolbar with a  Pin button that allows users to pin or unpin it.  

Note that many widgets must be pinned before users can use them: 

▪ Canvus launcher widgets must be pinned before users can interact with MT Canvus. 

▪ Cloud widgets must be pinned before users can rotate the ball and select items for 

viewing.  

List continues on next page.  

1 2 3 

4 
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▪ Image movie widgets must be pinned if you want to open the movie in interactive 

mode, allowing users to control the playback. 

▪ Input Visualizer widgets must be pinned before users can test touch events.  

▪ Missile Command and Pong widgets must be pinned before users can play these 

games.  

▪ PDF Book and PDF Flow widgets must be pinned before users can page through the 

document.  

▪ Taction model widgets must be pinned before users can interact with a 3D model of a 

MultiTaction Cell.  

▪ Web browser widgets must be pinned before users can browse the web page.  
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4 Create a finger menu  

The following sections describe how to create a basic finger menu and the content set 

that ‘supplies’ the menu.  

Note: These sections do not describe how to leverage menu settings defined in a theme; 

that is covered later in section 8. 

 

Example finger menu.  

1 Central bubble. 2 Child bubble. In this example, the bubbles display thumbnails (or ‘preview 

images’) of the menu items. Tap any child bubble to display the menu item. 3 Bubble connector. 

4 Bubble background color. 5 Bubble visible name.  

1 

4 

2 

3 

5 
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1 

4.1 Set up a content set 

Before creating a menu, you must create the content set that supplies the menu with 

media such as images. However, you can only populate a content set with items in your 

media library, so your first step is to add items to your media library.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Drag content into the media library 

a. Click the  button to open the media library pane.  

b. Drag some content into the media library from Windows Explorer. For example, 

drag a folder that contains images. 

c. (Optional) You can rename items in the media library, organize items into 

subfolders, and preview images.  

Right-click items to rename them. Right-click the root folder to create a new 

subfolder. To preview an image, select it then click the Asset Preview tab.  

d. Click the  button again to close the media library pane.  

 

MT Showcase Editor, Media library. Drag and drop images from Windows Explorer (1) into the 

media library (2). Preview items in the media library by clicking the Asset Preview tab (3). 

2. Create a content set 

a. Click Content  in the left-hand pane. 

b. Click the Create New button  

c. Enter the name of the new content set. For example, Content for Menus. 

The Content Set page appears. 

2 

3 
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3. Drag items into the content set 

a. Click the  button to open the media library pane.  

b. Drag images from the media library to the root folder of the new content set. 

(The root folder shows the name of the content set, Content for Menus). 

c. Close the media library pane.  

d. Click the Save button to save the changes to the content set. 

 

MT Showcase Editor, Editing a content set 

Click the Media Library button (1) to show or hide the media library. Drag items from the 

media library (2) onto the content set root folder (3). Then hide the media library to show the 

Save button (4) and save the changes.  

Now you have created and populated your content set, you can add a finger menu to 

your app’s structure. Go to section 4.2. 

2 

3 

1 

4 
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4.2 Add a finger menu to your app’s structure 

Now you need to add a finger menu to the structure you created earlier (see step 1 in 

section 3.3). Then you need to configure the menu to use the new content set, Content 

for Menus.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Menu section and click Add a new widget to Menu.  

4. From the pop-up menu, add a Finger menu.  

Tip: Click the Add button.  

A preview image of a finger menu now displays in the right-hand pane. 

5. In the Finger menu Attributes pane, select Content for Menus from the Content Set 

dropdown menu.  

6. Click the Save button to add the menu to My First Structure.  

Now you must edit the content set that supplies your finger menu. Go to section 4.3. 

 

MT Showcase Editor, Editing a Structure screen. 1 ‘Add a new widget to Menu’ hyperlink. 2 Finger 

menu preview. 3 Finger menu attributes pane. 4 Content Set dropdown menu. 5 Save button.  

1 

3 

2 

4 5 
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4.3 Edit the content set 

In this section, you are going to open the Editing a content set screen. From here, you will 

be able to configure the appearance and behavior of the new finger menu.  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the new Finger menu widget.  

2. In the Finger menu attributes pane, go to the Content Set attribute.  

3. Click the Edit button to display the Editing a content set screen. 

 
Content Set attribute. 1 Dropdown menu. 2 Edit button.  

Now you must configure the central bubble in your finger menu. Go to section 4.4. 

4.4 Configure the central bubble 

In this section, you will edit the relevant attributes for the central bubble in your finger 

menu. As part of this procedure, you will create a shared widget (see section 2.2.3). This 

will be a Menu bubbles widget. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Editing a content set screen, click the root folder in your content set (labelled 

Content for Menus).  

The root folder represents the central bubble in your finger menu. 

 

Example content set. 1 Root folder. 2 Individual items in content set. 

2 1 

1 

2 
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2. In the right-hand attributes pane, go to the Widget attributes section and click the 

Finger menu tab.  

This tab lists the all the attributes, or configurable properties, of the central bubble. 

For each attribute, you have two options: 

- Use a value from a theme: When this option is selected, the attribute inherits its 

value from a theme (see section 2.4). If no theme has been created, the attribute 

inherits the default value.  

- Use a fixed value: When this option is selected, the attribute uses a custom value 

provided by you.  

For a simple menu, you can generally leave most attributes to ‘use a value from a 

theme’.  

3. (Optional) Go to the Preview image attribute and specify a thumbnail image for the 

teaser bubble.  

Click  to open the media library. Then drag the image you want into 

the Preview image field.  

4. Go to the Bubble type attribute.  

a. Select ‘Use a fixed value’ 

b. Click + New…  

c. Add the Menu Bubbles widget.  

d. Enter a name eg, My First Bubbles.  

e. Click Save.  

 

‘Editing a content set’ screen, widget attributes pane.  

1 Bubble Type attribute. 2 Use a fixed value check box. 3 New button.  

4 Add a new widget popup. 5 Menu bubbles widget. 6 Add button.  

Note: You have now created a new Menu bubbles shared widget. This widget is now 

listed in the widget library; see section section 2.2.3.  

This completes the setup for the central bubble; you do not need to edit any of its other 

attributes to get the finger menu working. Now you need to edit the attributes of the 

child bubbles; go to section 4.5. 

6 

2 3 

4 

5 

1 
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4.5 Configure the child bubbles 

As part of this procedure, you will create another shared widget. This will be a Bubble 

connector type widget. You will also reuse the Menu bubbles widget that you created in 

the previous section. 

1. In the Editing a content set screen, click the first item below the root folder in your 

content set.  

This item represents the first child bubble in your finger menu. 

 
Example content set. 1 Root folder. 2 First item in content set. 

2. In the right-hand attributes pane, go to the Widget attributes section and click the 

Finger menu tab.  

This tab lists the all the attributes, or configurable properties, of the child bubble. As 

with the central bubble, each attribute has two options: 

- Use a value from a theme  

- Use a fixed value  

In general, you can leave most attributes to ‘use a value from a theme’. But in this 

section, you will configure one attribute to ‘use a fixed value’.  

 
‘Editing a content set’ screen. Widget attributes pane for finger menu. 1 Finger menu tab. 

2 ‘Bubble type’ attribute. 3 ‘Bubble connector type’ attribute. 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 
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3. Go to the Bubble type attribute.  

a. Select ‘Use a fixed value’. 

b. From the drop-down menu, choose the Menu Bubbles widget you created in the 

previous section ie, My First Bubbles.  

c. Click Save.  

4. Go to the Bubble connector type attribute.  

a. Click + New.  

b. Add the Menu Bubble Connectors widget.  

c. Enter a name eg, My First Connectors.  

d. Click Save.  

 

‘Editing a content set’ screen, widget attributes pane.  

1 Bubble Connector Type attribute. 2 Use a fixed value check box. 3 New button.  

4 Add a new widget popup. 5 Menu bubble connectors widget. 6 Add button.  

5. As before, to get a finger menu working, you do not need to edit any attributes of the 

new My First Connectors widget. But for illustration purposes, in this step you will 

edit the connector color.  

a. Go to the Bubble connector type attribute and click Edit.  

b. In the Menu bubble connectors attributes pane, go to Connector color attribute.  

a. Select ‘Use a fixed value’. 

b. By default, bubbles connectors are white. Specify a new connector color. 

For example, for a purple bubble connector, click the preview swatch to open a 

color picker or enter one of these in the input box:  

RGBA: rgba(128,0,128,1) 

Hex: #800080 

Name: purple 

c. Click Save.  

Note: You have now created a new Menu Bubble Connectors shared widget. This 

widget is now listed in the widget library; see section section 2.2.3.  

6 

2 3 

4 

5 

1 
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Connector Color attribute. 1 Input box. 2 Preview swatch.   

See section 17.7 for details of color input methods. 

6. Specify which Showcase widgets are used to display your menu items:  

a. Go to Content view attribute.  

b. Select ‘Image Viewer’ from the dropdown menu. 

c. Click Save.  

7. Repeat steps 1 to 6 for each remaining item in your content set. 

You have now finished configuring the finger menu. Next, you need to test the menu in 

your app. Go to section 4.6. 

1 2 
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4.6 Test the finger menu 

You have now updated the structure to use your customized finger menu.  

To test the menu: 

1. Restart your app.  

a. Go to the  App launcher screen.  

b. Click the Restart button for My First App. 

2. Tap any empty area of the screen. After a brief delay, the menu opens: 

 

Example finger menu with custom color bubble backgrounds and connectors 

4.7 Next steps 

The previous sections described the minimum steps necessary to create a finger menu in 

your app. But the MT Showcase Editor offers a rich selection of options to customize the 

appearance and behavior of these menus in your app.  

4.7.1 Explore the available bubble and connector attributes  

We recommend that you browse and experiment with the available attributes for your 

new My First Bubbles and My First Connectors widgets. (See section 4.4 and section 4.5 

respectively.) 

For example, you can configure the bubble label, size and color. You can also specify 

whether to display thumbnail images on the bubbles. For the bubble connectors, you can 

specify the color, thickness, how much the connector bends, and even a ‘texture’ image. 

In all cases, click the  button to see the attribute help. 

Tip: You can browse the attributes for these shared widgets in the Widget Library; go to 

the Menu bubbles and Bubble connector type sections. See section 2.2.3 for details. 
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4.7.2 Use a theme to streamline menu setup  

The previous sections described the simplest way to set up a finger menu. But for the 

greatest flexibility, you can define menu, bubble and connector attributes in a theme, and 

then assign that theme to your app.  

The key advantage to this approach is that menus are quicker to set up. If the menu, 

bubble and connector attributes are defined in a theme, all items in your content set will 

inherit these attributes automatically. You do not need to configure each item 

individually.  

Likewise, if you have multiple Showcase apps, you can configure them to all use the same 

theme to ensure a consistent appearance and behavior across your apps 

For example, you can set a global connector length and global ‘physical’ properties such 

as bubble mass and bubble friction (the virtual bubbles are designed to mimic the 

behavior of real objects).  

To define menu attributes in a theme: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the theme you want. 

3. In the Editing a theme screen, explore the available attributes for the following 

components:  

- Finger menu  

- Menu bubble connectors  

- Menu bubbles  

For details about setting up a theme, see section 8. 
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5 Create a teaser menu 

This section describes how to set up a teaser menu (often simply called a ‘teaser’). 

A teaser can be a single bubble floating slowly across the screen, animating briefly at 

regular intervals to attract users' attention, or a single bubble that fades in and out, 

reappearing at random screen locations. In both cases, users can tap the teaser to open a 

regular finger menu.  

For this example, the teaser menu will use some of the same components that you set up 

earlier ie, My First Structure and the My First Connectors shared widget. However, to give 

the teaser a unique appearance, you will need to create a new content set and two 

shared widgets, My Teaser Bubble and Teaser menu.  

 

Example teaser menu floating across the screen.  

1 Teaser bubble. If a user taps this bubble, a regular finger menu opens.  

2 Teaser floats slowly across the screen. The general direction and degree of undulation 

are configurable.  

3 At regular intervals, a teaser animation plays to get the users’ attention. In effect, the teaser 

appears to briefly wobble or pulse.  

1 

2 

3 

2 

1 
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5.1 Set up a content set 

As with finger menus, before you can create a teaser menu you need a content set to 

supply the with media such as images. For example, the teaser menu can re-use the 

content set (Content for Menus) that you set up in section 4.1. This will mean that the 

teaser inherits the same appearance as the central bubble in the finger menu you created 

previously. If this is OK, you can go directly to section 5.2. 

But what if you wanted your teaser to have its own unique appearance? The solution is to 

create a unique content set for your teaser menu. Follow these steps: 

1. Drag some content into the media library from Windows Explorer. For example, drag 

a folder that contains images. 

Tip: Click the  button to open and close the media library pane.  

2. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

3. Create a new content set. For example, Content for Teaser.  

For more detailed instructions, see section 4.1.  

4. Now add items to the new content set. In the Editing a content set screen:  

a. Drag items from the media library into the new content set.  

b. Close the media library and save the changes.  

5. (Optional) Specify a thumbnail image for the teaser bubble. 

a. Still in the Editing a content set screen, click the root folder in your content set 

(labelled Content for Teaser).  

The root folder represents the teaser bubble. 

b. Go to the Preview image attribute and select ‘Use a fixed value’.  

c. Click  then drag an image from the media library into 

Preview image field. 

6. Now create a Menu bubbles widget for the new content set.  

a. In the Widget attributes pane, go to the Finger menu tab. 

b. Go to the Bubble type attribute.  

c. Select ‘Use a fixed value’ and then click the New button.  

d. Add the Menu Bubbles widget.  

e. Enter a name eg, My Teaser Bubble.  

f. Click Save.  

For more detailed instructions, see step 4 of section 4.4.  
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7. Now configure the teaser bubble.  

a. Still in the Editing a content set screen, go to the Bubble type attribute  

b. Select My Teaser Bubble from the drop-down menu and click the Edit button.  

c. Edit the bubble attributes as required.  

For example, edit the Bubble size and Bubble edge color attributes to change the 

teaser bubble size and color. (See section 17.7 for color input methods.) 

d. Click Save.  

For more detailed instructions, see section 4.5.  

 

‘Editing a content set’ screen.  

1 Root folder of teaser content set. 2 Items in the teaser content set. 3 Save button.  

4 Media library button. 5 Preview image attribute.  6 Finger menu tab. 7 Bubble type attribute. 

8 New and Edit buttons.  

1 
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5.2 Add a teaser menu to your app’s structure 

Now you need to add a teaser menu to your app’s structure. Then you need to configure 

the teaser menu to use a content set.  

For this example, you will add a teaser menu to My First Structure; see section 3.3.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Main section and click Add a new widget to Menu.  

4. From the pop-up menu, add a Teaser menu.  

See the screenshot below. 

5. Click the Save button to add the teaser menu to My First Structure.  

Now you need to set up the teaser menu. Go to section 5.3. 

 

‘Editing a content set’ screen, widget attributes pane.  

1 ‘Add a new widget to Main’ hyperlink. 2 Teaser menu added to Main layer.  

3 Add a new Main widget popup. 4 Teaser menu widget and Add button.  

1 

4 
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5.3 Set up the teaser menu 

In this section, you will edit the essential attributes for the teaser menu. As part of this 

procedure, you will create two shared widgets, a Finger menu and a Teaser operator. You 

will also assign a content set to the teaser menu.  

Note: A teaser operator controls how a teaser menu floats across the screen, including its 

speed, direction, and animation properties. If you do not specify a teaser operator, the 

teaser menu will use default values (for example, it will slowly float diagonally 

downwards, left to right).  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the new Teaser menu widget.  

2. In the Teaser menu attributes pane, go to the Menu attribute.  

a. Select ‘Use a fixed value’ 

b. Click the new button.  

c. Add the Finger menu widget.  

d. Enter a name eg, My Teaser menu.  

e. Click Save.  

 

‘Editing a structure set’ screen, widget attributes pane  

1 Menu attribute. 2 Use a fixed value check box. 3 New button. 4 Edit button. 

5 Add a new widget popup. 6 Finger menu widget. 7 Add button.  

3. Now you need to assign a content set to My Teaser menu.  

a. Still in the Teaser menu attributes pane, stay with the Menu attribute but now 

click the Edit button.  

b. In the Editing a widget screen, go to the Finger menu attributes pane.  

c. Go to the Content Set attribute.  

d. Select the content set you created earlier (Content for Teaser) from the 

drop-down menu.  
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e. Click Save.  

f. Go back to the Editing a Structure screen. 

 

‘Editing a widget’ screen, Finger menu attributes. 1 Drop-down menu for Content Set attribute  

4. Finally, you need to set the teaser behavior. Two behaviors are supported:  

- Floating content behavior: The teaser floats slowly across the screen, animating 

briefly at regular intervals.  

- Fading content behavior: The teaser pulses rhythmically, fading in and out, at 

random screen locations.  

Still in the Teaser menu attributes pane: 

a. Go to the Teaser behavior attribute. 

b. Select ‘Use a fixed value’. 

c. Click + New…  and add Floating content behavior or Fading content behavior.  

d. Enter a name eg, My Teaser Behavior.  

e. Click Save.  

 

Add a new widget pop-up: available behaviors for teaser menus 

Note: You have now created a new Finger menu shared widget and either a Fading 

content behavior or Floating content behavior shared widget. These widgets are now 

listed in the widget library; see section section 2.2.3.  

So far, you have created the basic components for a teaser menu. Before you customize 

its appearance and behavior, you need to test the teaser. Go to section 5.4.  

1 
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5.4 Test the teaser 

You have now updated the structure to use your new teaser. To test the teaser: 

1. Go to the  App launcher screen.  

2. Click the Restart button for My First App. 

3. The teaser appears automatically and starts floating across the screen. When you tap 

the teaser, My Teaser menu opens (a regular finger menu).  

Now you can customize the appearance and behavior of the teaser. Go to section 5.5. 

5.5 Next steps  

The previous sections described the minimum steps necessary to add a teaser to your 

app. But the MT Showcase Editor offers a rich selection of options to customize the 

teaser appearance and behavior.  

5.5.1 Customize the general teaser attributes 

You rarely need to change the general teaser attributes. However, there is one general 

attribute that you may want to edit. The How many instances… attribute lets you add 

multiple instances of the same teaser menu to your app for greater visual impact. 

Other general teaser attributes let you customize the size and location of the ‘teaser 

spawning area’ and specify whether the teaser menu is open when it first appears on 

screen (by default, it is closed.  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the new Teaser menu widget.  

2. In the Teaser menu attributes pane, you have already specified the Menu and Teaser 

behavior attributes. Now explore the other available attributes.  

For example, set the How many instances… attribute to 4 to create four instances of 

the same teaser menu to your app.  

Note: You can also create multiple different teaser menus in your app ie, each teaser 

opens a different menu and, optionally, has a different appearance and behavior. 

3. Go back to the Editing a Structure screen.  

 

Teaser menu attributes pane. ‘How many instances of this teaser menu?’ attribute 
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5.5.2 Customize the teaser menu behavior 

Now explore the attributes available for the Teaser behavior shared widget.  

For example, if you chose the Floating content behavior in step 4 of section 5.3, you can 

customize how the teaser floats across the screen. You can change its general direction, 

speed, and animation properties. You can also control how it undulates as it moves.  

Alternatively, if you chose the Fading content behavior, you can customize how often the 

teaser appears and disappears, whether it fades in and out, and expands or shrinks, as it 

appears and disappears.  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the new Teaser menu widget.  

2. Still in the Teaser menu attributes pane, go to the Teaser behavior attribute.  

3. Click the Edit button for My Teaser Behavior.  

4. In the Editing a widget screen, go to the right-hand attributes pane and explore the 

available attributes. If, in step 4 of section 5.3, you chose: 

- The Floating content behavior, edit the Direction of content movement attribute. 

This sets the ratio of horizontal to vertical movement of the teaser menu as it 

floats across the screen. For example, enter "4 1" to gently float right and 

downwards (four units to the right and one unit down). Or use negative numbers 

to float left and upwards. Similarly, edit the Horizontal and Vertical distance of 

content waves attributes to control the horizontal and vertical distance of the 

undulations (or waves) as the teaser drifts across the screen.  

- The Fading content behavior, edit the Time between animations attribute to set 

how often the teaser appears and disappears. If required, you can also edit Enable 

fade animation and Enable scale animation to prevent the teaser fading in and out, 

and expanding and shrinking. (These attributes are enabled by default.) 

Note: You can apply the Fading content behavior and Floating content behavior shared 

widgets to animated content. That is, you can set up images or videos to drift across the 

screen, or fade in and out, in the same way as a teaser menu. For details about animated 

content, see section 17.2. 
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6 Create a cloud  

The cloud is arguably the most striking widget available in MT Showcase. It displays a 

rotating collection of items (images, movies, browsers, and so on), clustered together in a 

ball. Users can rotate and resize the cloud to find the item they want.  

When they see an item of interest, the user can tap it to detach it from the cloud. The 

user can then move and resize the item in the normal way. Note that the cloud is ‘self-

restoring’. After a period of inactivity, the detached item automatically drifts back to 

rejoin the cloud.  

Note: You can configure the length of the inactivity period (also called the ‘idle timeout’).  

 

Cloud widget. Tap an item to detach it from the cloud.  

1 Drag with your finger to rotate and resize the ball.  

2 Idle detached items automatically drift back to re-join the cloud. 

6.1 Cloud size 

The cloud widget is particularly suited to large content sets (say, 20 or more images).  

The cloud can even handle very large content sets (over 100 items) and at this level its 

visual impact is undeniably dramatic. However, you need to balance visual impact against 

ease of finding an item. If you simply want users to enjoy browsing an extensive collection 

of images, then a very large cloud is ideal. But if you want users to be able to quickly find 

specific items, then you may want to limit the size of the cloud.  

Conversely, the cloud’s visual impact is somewhat reduced if the number of items falls 

below ten or twelve.  

1 

2 
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6.2 Set up a content set 

Before creating a cloud, you must create the content set that supplies it with media such 

as images and videos.  

Follow these steps: 

1. You can only populate a content set with items in your media library, so your first 

step is to ensure that the items you want have been added to your media library.  

For instructions, refer back to step 1 in section 4.1. 

2. Create a new content set.  

a. Click Content  in the left-hand pane. 

b. Click the Create New button  

c. Enter the name of the new content set. For example, Content for Cloud. 

3. In the Content Set screen, drag items into the content set. 

a. Click the  button to open the media library pane.  

b. Drag images from the media library to the root folder of the new content set. 

Tip: You can drag folders directly from the media library. You do not need to drag 

items individually. 

c. Close the media library pane.  

d. Click the Save button to save the content set. 

6.3 Add a theme to your app 

Although themes are optional, we strongly recommend that your app uses a theme if it 

also includes a cloud widget. This is because you must define the content viewers for all 

items in the cloud. For example, you need to ensure that images will display in image 

viewer widgets, and that videos will display in video viewer widgets, and so on.  

If your app uses a theme, these content viewers are specified by default in the theme.  

Conversely, if your app does not use a theme, you will need to manually specify the 

content viewer for each item in the cloud. This could be a slow and laborious task!  

Instructions for adding a theme to your app are in section 8.4. 
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6.4 Add a cloud to your app’s structure 

Follow these steps: 

Now you need to add a cloud to the structure you created earlier (see step 1 in 

section 3.3). Then you need to configure the menu to use a new content set.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Main section and click Add a new widget to Main.  

4. From the pop-up menu, add a Cloud widget.  

Tip: Click the Add button.  

5. In the Cloud Widget Attributes pane, set the following attributes:  

- Size and Cloud location: These attributes are self-explanatory. You will probably 

want to change the default values. As a minimum, we recommend that your cloud 

is at least 1000 x 1000 pixels.  

- Pin the widget when it opens: A cloud must be pinned before users can spin the 

ball and select items. For this example, set this attribute to Enabled.  

Note: If you pin the cloud when it opens, users will be unable to move or resize the 

cloud unless you also provide a toolbar with a Pin button; see section 3.5.1. 

- Timeout for detached items and Return velocity: The timeout determines how long 

detached items wait when idle. The return velocity determines how fast they float 

back to rejoin the cloud when the timeout expires.  

6. Now you must select the content set that supplies your cloud.  

a. Go to the Content set attribute.  

b. Select the content set you created earlier, Content for Cloud, from the 

drop-down menu.  

7. Click the Save button to add the cloud to My First Structure.  
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6.5 Test the cloud 

You have now updated the structure to use your new cloud widget. To test the cloud: 

1. View your app on your video wall. The cloud is already displayed.  

(It was added to the app automatically when you clicked the Save button in the 

previous section. You do not need to restart the app to display the cloud.) 

2. If you enabled the Pin the widget when it opens attribute, you can start browsing the 

cloud immediately; go to step 3.  

Otherwise, tap the  Pin button in the cloud widget’s toolbar.  

3. Find an item in the cloud: 

a. Use your fingers to rotate the ball.  

b. Find an item you want. Then tap it once to activate the item and briefly lift your 

finger from the screen.   

c. Drag the item out of the cloud.  

d. When the Timeout for detached items expires, the item will automatically rejoin 

the cloud.  
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7 Create a content hotspot  

A content hotspot is a special area of the screen that supports custom user interactions. 

When users tap a content hotspot, a finger menu or other widgets such as an image or 

video are displayed.  

You can set the hotspot size, location and (optionally) background color, plus the items 

that display when a user taps the hotspot. You can also set hotspot 'wallpaper' (images 

and videos) to suggest the hotspot content and help users locate the hotspot. A single 

app can contain multiple hotspots, each with its own content. 

7.1 Add a content hotspot to your app’s structure 

First, you must add a content hotspot to your app’s structure. Follow these steps: 

7. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

8. Click My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

9. Go to the Main section and click Add a new widget to Menu.  

10. From the pop-up menu, add a Content Hotspot.  

11. In the Content Hotspot attributes pane, set the general hotspot attributes:  

- Hotspot location and Hotspot size are self-explanatory and define the 

hotspot area.  

- Background color is designed to help app designers visualize the hotspot area 

while setting up the hotspot. Typically, you revert to the default (ie, transparent) 

background color when finalizing the app.  

-  (Optional) If required, adjust the Contents opening animation duration attribute. 

This determines how quickly (or slowly) items take to fully open when a user taps 

the hotspot. You can set a duration of 0.1 to 2.0 seconds.  

Click the  help button if you need details. See also section 17.1. 

12. (Optional) If you intend to add multiple hotspots to your app, you may want to give 

distinctive names to each hotspot in the Editor.  

To rename a hotspot, right-click the Content hotspot widget and click Rename. 

  
Drop-down menu for content hotspot widget. 

13. Click the Save button to add the content hotspot menu to My First Structure.  

Now set up the content hotspot appearance and behavior. Go to section 7.2.  
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7.2 Set up the content hotspot 

Now you need to specify which items display when a user taps the hotspot, and which 

images or movies (if any) are used as the hotspot background. Follow these steps:  

1. Go to the Main section of the Editing a Structure screen.  

2. Click the  triangle next to the content hotspot widget.  

The widget expands to reveal three widget lists: 

- Hotspot visualization widgets 

- Widgets launched from hotspot around tap location  

- Widgets launched from hotspot at absolute screen locations  

3. (Optional) Specify the hotspot visualization widgets. These image or movie widgets 

serve as a background for the hotspot. In addition:  

- They can foreshadow the hotspot’s content. For example, if your hotspot launches 

a finger menu of information about a new construction project, you can use an 

architect’s drawing as your hotspot’s background.  

- They are interactive. Users can tap a visualization widget to launch hotspot 

content in the same way as they can tap the hotspot area.  

- Visualization widgets are also interactive and can be used to extend the hotspot 

area. You can position visualization widgets anywhere on the screen. They don’t 

need to be within the hotspot area, and they don’t need to have the same 

width-height ratio as the hotspot area.  

Note: When you set the Location attribute of the visualization widget, its location 

co-ordinates are relative to the top-left corner of the hotspot area, not the top-left 

corner of the screen. (You defined the hotspot area in step 11 of the previous section.)  

To add visualization widgets, follow these steps:  

a. Click the Add hyperlink for hotspot visualization widgets. 

b. Add the widget you want. Choose from Image Viewer, Image Movie or Video 

Viewer.  

c. Set the attributes for the new widget. If necessary, use section 3 for guidance on 

how to edit widget attributes.  

4. Specify the two Widgets launched from hotspot lists. These widgets launch when a 

user taps the hotspot or visualization widget. They can be any widgets normally found 

in the Main or Menu layers of an app (such as an image, video, PDF or finger menu). 

There are two widget lists, each with its own interpretation of the widget Location 

attribute. You can add widgets to either list, or to both lists:  
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- Widgets launched from hotspot around tap location: Use this list if you want 

widgets to open inside the hotspot area. For widgets in this list, the Location 

attribute is relative to the touch event. For example, if the location is set to 0,0, 

the widget will always open exactly where the user taps the screen.  

- Widgets launched from hotspot at absolute screen locations: Use this list if you 

want widgets to open at a specific location. For widgets in this list, the Location 

attribute is relative to the top left corner of the screen. For example, if the location 

is set to 0,0, the widget will always open in the top left corner of the screen.  

Tip: You can launch multiple items from a single hotspot, but be beware that widgets 

in the same list will open simultaneously at the same location on the screen. You may 

decide this detracts from the hotspot’s usability.  

Follow these steps:  

a. Click the Add hyperlink for widgets from the hotspot.  

b. Add the widget you want.  

c. Set the Location attribute. See above for details of how this location is interpreted.  

d. Set the remaining attributes for the new widget. If necessary, use section 3 for 

guidance on how to edit widget attributes.  

  
Setting up a content hotspot. 1 Content hotspot widget added to Main layer. 2 Triangle. Click 

to reveal widget lists. 3 Expanded content hotspot widget. 4 Hyperlink to add ‘hotspot 

visualization widgets’. 5 Hyperlink to add ‘widgets launched around tap location’.6 Hyperlink to 

add ‘widgets launched at absolute screen locations’.  

5. Click Save to save the hotspot setup. 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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7.3 Test the content hotspot 

You have now updated the structure to use your content hotspot. To test the hotspot: 

1. Restart your app.  

a. Go to the  App launcher screen.  

b. Click the Restart button for My First App. 

2. Tap the hotspot screen region.  

When you tap the hotspot, the ‘launched widget’ that you added in step 4 of 

section 7.2 now opens.  

Tip: If you used a visualization widget as described in step 2 of section 7.2, you can use 

the image or video to infer the hotspot boundaries.  

7.4 Next steps 

The previous sections described the minimum steps necessary to add a single content 

hotspot to your app. But if required, you can include any number of content hotspots in 

your app.  

7.4.1 Add multiple content hotspots  

Follow these steps: 

1. Add the content hotspots to your app. Follow the instructions in section 7.1. 

2. Set the size and location of each content hotspot.  

In the Content Hotspot attributes pane: 

a. Go to the Hotspot location attribute and set the location coordinates of the 

hotspot top-left corner. 

b. Go to the Hotspot size attribute and set the hotspot width and height, in pixels.  

Important! Make sure that the hotspots do not overlap.  

3. Set up each content hotspot. Follow the instructions in section 7.2.  

Example: To set up four hotspots in a grid with a 50-pixel border between them, use 

these attribute values: 

 Hotspot location Hotspot size Preview 

Hotspot #1 50, 50 450 x 450 px 

 

Hotspot #2 550, 50 450 x 450 px 

Hotspot #3 50, 550 450 x 450 px 

Hotspot #4 550, 550 450 x 450 px 

#1 #2 

#3 #4 
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8 Create a theme  

A theme is a collection of attribute values for MT Showcase widgets. If your app uses a 

theme, all widgets in the app will inherit their attribute values from this theme by default.  

For an overview of themes in MT Showcase, see section 2.4. 

8.1 Why use a theme?  

Themes are not essential, but we strongly recommend you use them. They offer the 

following benefits: 

▪ Faster setup: Using a theme, it can be far quicker to set up an app. For example, 

instead of individually configuring each child bubble in a finger menu (see 

section 4.5), you can simply configure the Menu bubbles component in a theme. You 

only need to do this once. Subsequently, child bubbles in any menu will automatically 

inherit the attributes defined the theme’s Menu bubbles component. 

▪ Consistency: A theme provides consistent widget appearance and behavior across an 

app. In fact, a theme can provide consistency across multiple apps if they all use the 

same theme (see ‘Re-use’ below).   

▪ Re-use: Themes simplify the process of creating apps, because the same theme can 

be used by one or more apps.  

For example, you may want the finger menus across all your MT Showcase apps to 

have a consistent look and feel. By using the same theme for all apps, you can ensure 

that all bubbles and bubble connectors use corporate colors and the central bubble is 

replaced by your corporate logo. 

8.2 Theme FAQs 

Can I override a theme?  

Yes. When you add a widget to a structure, each widget attribute offers two options:  

- Value not set: If you choose this option, the attribute will inherit the attribute 

value defined in the theme.  

If your app does not use a theme, or if this attribute is not configured in the 

theme, the attribute will use the out-of-the-box default value.  

- Use a fixed value: If you choose this option, you can set a custom value for this 

attribute. This custom value overrides any value defined in the theme. It also 

overrides the out-of-the-box default value.  

Can I re-use a theme? 

Yes. In fact, this is the key advantage of using a theme. If you have multiple apps 

defined on your MT Showcase server, you can assign the same theme to each app. 
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Can I rename a theme? 

Yes. In the MT Showcase Editor, go to the Themes screen and simply click the Rename 

button for the theme you want to rename.  

Can I export and re-import a theme? 

Yes. In the MT Showcase Editor, go to the Import & Export screen and select the 

check box for the theme you want to export. Then click the Export button.  

To re-import the theme, for example on a different MT Showcase server, go to the 

Import & Export screen. In the Import a File section, choose the file you previously 

exported. Then click the Upload button.  

For full details, see section 12. 

8.3 Create a new theme 

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, type the name of your new theme in the input box. For 

example, My First Theme.  

 

Themes page. 1 Input box. 2 Duplicate and Rename buttons. 3 Create New button.  

3. Click the Create New button.  

The Editing a theme screen opens automatically.  

4. Explore the Editing a theme screen.  

The main pane lists the available components. Expand any component to see its 

attributes. The right-hand navigation pane contains a hyperlinked list of the available 

components. Click any component to jump to that component in the main pane. See 

the screenshot on page 63. 

3 1 

2 
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5. Experiment with editing a component’s attributes. For examples of how to use 

a theme, see the title bar example in section 8.3.1 and the finger menu example 

in section 8.3.2. 

Important! Remember to click the Save button after editing the attributes for any of 

the components.  

6. Return to the Themes page.  

My First Theme is now listed on this page. If required, you can rename the theme. 

You can also duplicate a theme; this allows you to use an existing theme as a 

template when setting up a new theme. Click the Duplicate and Rename buttons, as 

required.  

Now you need to add the new theme to your app. Go to section 8.4. 
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8.3.1 Title bar example 

By default, image viewers have no title bar. But if you want the images in your app to 

have title bars, you can edit the theme so that this features is enabled for all image 

viewer widgets. Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the them you want to edit. For example, My First Theme.  

3. In the Editing a theme screen, go to the Image viewer widget.  

Tip: Click the hyperlink in the Components pane.  

4. Click the  drop-down arrow to display the Image viewer attributes.  

5. Scroll down to the Title attribute.  

6. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

7. Select the Enabled check box.  

8. Click the Save button. 

Now all image viewer widgets in your app will automatically inherit a title bar. 

 

Editing a theme page. 1 Main pane, listing available components. 2 Drop-down arrows. Click to 

display the editable attributes.  3 Navigation pane. Available components are hyperlinked. 

4 Edited components are shown in bold.  

3 2 

4 
1 
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8.3.2 Finger menu example 

If you add finger menu to your app (either added directly to the main layer of the 

structure, or launched from a teaser or content hotspot), you must define the bubbles 

and bubbles connectors. You can also edit the menu’s default behavior.  

This example shows how to add customized bubbles and connectors to a theme, and how 

to change the timeouts for finger menus and menu items.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the theme you want to edit. For example, My First Theme.  

3. Edit the default menu timeouts. 

For this example, you will change the default timeout for idle (unused) menus and 

menu items. When the timeout expires, the menu or menu item closes automatically. 

a. In the Editing a theme screen, go to the Finger menu component.  

Tip: Click the hyperlink in the Components pane.  

b. Click the  drop-down arrow to display the finger menu attributes.  

i. Go to the Close after idle attribute. 

This attribute sets the timeout for unused widgets, including unused menu 

items. (After a user opens a menu item, the item closes automatically when 

the user stops interacting with it.)  

ii. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

iii. Click the New button to add a new ‘Close after idle’ shared widget. For 

example, My Menu Item Timeout (45 secs). 

iv. Click the Edit button to display the Editing a widget screen. 

v. Set the timeout and fade duration (in seconds) for unused menu items.  

vi. Click Save. 

 
Editing a theme screen, Finger menu component: Close After Idle attribute  

c. Go back to the Finger menu component in the Editing a theme screen. 

d. Click the Show advanced attributes hyperlink:  
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e. Scroll down to the Menu idle timeout attribute.  

i. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

ii. By default, finger menus close after 10 seconds if unused. Enter a longer 

timeout, in seconds.  

iii. Click Save.  

 
Editing a theme screen, Finger menu component: Menu Idle Timeout attribute  

4. Edit the default bubble properties. 

Now edit the bubble attributes. For this example, you will set the color and size. 

a. In the Editing a theme screen, go to the Menu bubbles component.  

b. Click the  drop-down arrow to display the menu bubble attributes.  

c. Scroll to the Bubble edge color attribute.  

i. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

ii. Enter the color for the bubble edges (ie, the bubble border). For example, for a 

purple bubble edge, click the preview swatch to open a color picker or enter 

one of the following values:  

RGBA: rgba(128,0,128,1) 

Hex: #800080 

Name: purple 

Click the  help button or see section 17.7 for details of color input methods. 

 
Editing a theme screen, Menu Bubbles component: Bubble Edge Color attribute. 

1 Input box. 2 Preview swatch.   

d. Scroll to the Bubble size attribute.  

i. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

ii. Enter the bubble size in pixels. For example, to slightly increase the default 

size, enter 125.  

e. Click the Save button. 

1 2 
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5. Edit the default bubble connector properties 

Now edit the bubble connector attributes. For this example, you will set the 

connector color to match the bubble color. 

a. In the Editing a theme screen, go to the Menu bubble connectors component.  

b. Click the  drop-down arrow to display the connector attributes.  

c. Click the Show advanced attributes hyperlink.  

 

d. Scroll to the Connector color attribute.  

i. Select the ‘Used a fixed value’ option.  

ii. Enter the same color that you used for the bubble edges in step 4c.  

e. Click the Save button. 

 
Editing a theme screen, Menu Bubble Connectors component: Connector Color attribute  

Now all finger menus in your app will automatically inherit these menu, bubble and 

connector properties.  
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8.4 Add a theme to your app  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the Edit button for your app. For example, My First App. 

3. In the Theme column, choose My First Theme from the drop-down list. 

4. Click the Save button for My First App.  

 

App launcher screen. 1 Theme drop-down list. 2 Edit and Save buttons.  

8.5 Edit an existing theme 

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the theme you want,  

The Editing a theme screen opens automatically.  

 
Themes screen. 1 Theme name. Click to edit the theme.  

1 

2 

1 
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8.6 Set up theme defaults 

Each theme includes three sets of default attributes: 

▪ Table mode: You can configure MT Showcase to run on touchscreen tables by 

enabling table mode. In this mode, MT Canvus automatically detects which side of 

the table the user is on when they tap a widget, open a menu, or place a Codice card 

on the screen. It then rotates screen content to face the user. See section 14. 

▪ Widget behavior: You can configure default behavior for widgets in your app:  

- Pin the widget when it opens: Certain widgets, such the cloud and browsers, must 

be pinned before users can use them. This attribute ensures that all widgets are 

automatically pinned when they open.  

Note: If you enable this theme default, users cannot move or resize widgets unless 

you also add a toolbar with a Pin button, enabling them to unpin the widget. See 

section 3.5.1 

- Maximize widget when it opens: If enabled, all widgets, including menu items, 

expand to fill the entire screen when they open. (To reset a widget to its normal 

size, users tap the edge of the screen to display the  Unmaximize button.)  

- Snap to angle: You can constrain the incremental rotation of widgets so they 

automatically re-adjust themselves to a fixed angle of rotation. The effect is similar 

to a boat righting itself after keeling over. See section 17.5. 

- Close after idle: This attribute sets the timeout for any unused widget, including 

unused menu items. If no user has interacted with a widget before the timeout 

expires, the widget closes automatically.  

▪ Widget decorations: You can configure the default appearance of widgets in your app: 

- Toolbar, Caption and Title: These attributes are self-explanatory. If enabled, all 

widgets display these attributes by default.  

- Apply an overlay: This attribute displays a ‘Pin to interact’ overlay over each 

widget. (Widgets such as clouds, browsers and PDF documents must be pinned 

before users can use them.) 

- Annotation: This attribute applies an annotation overlay to each widget. This 

overlay allows users to annotate the widget using an infrared pin or their finger.  

8.6.1 Edit theme defaults  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the theme you want,  

The Editing a theme screen opens automatically.  

3. In the Editing a theme screen, go to Theme defaults pane and click the item you want 

to configure. 
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In the main pane, the  default set expands automatically to display the 

default attributes.  

4. Edit the default attribute and click the Save button. 

 

Editing a theme page, Theme defaults. 1 Theme defaults pane. 2 Default sets.  

3 Click here to expand the default set and display the default attributes.  

8.6.2 How to override a theme default  

Theme defaults apply to all widgets. But you can override any theme default by assigning 

a different value to the attribute in any of the theme components or to a specific widget 

in your app’s structure.  

For example, you could configure Close after idle with a 60 second timeout as the general 

default, a 120 second timeout for Video Viewer widgets, and a 180 second timeout for a 

specific Video Viewer widget in your app. To do this, edit the following attributes in your 

app’s theme and structure: 

Type of default Attribute location Attribute value 

General default 

for all widgets  

Theme > Theme Defaults > Widget Behavior > 

Close After Idle 

60 seconds 

Default for Video 

Viewer widgets  

Theme > Components > Video Viewer > 

Close After Idle 

120 seconds 

Timeout for specific 

Video Viewer  

Structure > Main > Video Viewer > Close After Idle 180 seconds 

 

1 

2 3 
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9 Create a structure 

A structure defines combination of widgets in each layer of an MT Showcase app. There 

are four layers: Background; Main; Menu; and Overlay. For descriptions of these layers, 

see section 2.3.  

To create a structure, follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click My First Structure. 

The  Editing a structure screen appears.  

3. Now edit the Overlay, Menu, Main, and Background layers:  

- Overlay layer: This is the topmost layer in an MT Showcase app. Widgets in this 

layer operate above any screen content in the main layer.  

Overlay widgets include the Champagne and Ripple special effects widget and the 

Input Visualizer widget. For more information, see section 2.3.1. 

Instructions for adding the Input Visualizer are provided in section 11.1. To add 

items to the overlay layer, follow and adapt these instructions as required.  

- Menu layer: This layer is where you define a finger menu. To open a finger menu, 

users tap and hold any area of empty screen. Instructions for adding a finger menu 

are given in section 4. 

- Main layer: This layer includes the content widgets that users see when they use 

the app. It can include any combination or image, video, browser and PDF widgets. 

It can also include other widgets such as a launcher for MT Canvus, animated 

cloud widgets, content hotspots, teasers, and detectors for personal markers.  

- To add a teaser menu, see section 5.  

- To add a cloud, see section 5.5.2.  

- To add a content hotspot, see section 7.  

- To add a web browser to the main layer, see step 3 of section 3.3.  

To add other items to the main layer, follow and adapt the above instructions, as 

required.  

- Background layer: The background layer defines the screen background. It can 

include an animated background, interactive special effects, and images and 

movies in fixed positions on the screen. It can also include the annotation widget. 

For overviews of the available items, see section 2.3.4.  

Instructions for adding Awesome to the background layer are provided in step 2 of 

section 3.3. To add alternative items to the background layer, follow and adapt 

these instructions as required.  
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10 Create a service set 

A service set defines a specific administrative setup for an MT Showcase app. Each 

MT Showcase installation can support multiple service sets. In the current version of MT 

Showcase, service sets can include the Email Sending service and Data Gathering service. 

For an overview of service sets, see section 2.5. 

10.1 Email Sending service 

The Email Sending service is used for sending screen content from a user’s personal space 

in MT Showcase to a specified email account (see section 11.4.2).  

When you add the Email Sending service to a service set, you must define the SMTP host, 

credentials for an SMTP user, the sender’s email address, plus the subject and body text.  

10.1.1 What do emails sent from MT Showcase contain?  

Emails sent from MT Showcase can contain attachments of images, videos, and PDFs. Or 

they can include URLs to these items or a web site. The emails also include a configurable 

sender, subject and body text. 

▪ Attachment and URL rules 

To avoid sending very large videos or PDFs as email attachments, you can set up 

MT Showcase emails to include the URL to an item instead of sending the actual 

item as an attachment. For details about defining URLs in the Media library, see 

section 10.1.4.  

MT Showcase uses simple rules to determine what is included in the email:  

- Images: An image file is always sent as an attachment.  

If a URL to the image has been defined, the URL is always included in the body 

text. If a user has annotated (drawn on) the image using an infrared pen, the 

annotated image is always attached, not the original image!  

- Videos: The email rules depend on the video source. If the video source is a file 

such as an MP4 movie:  

- If a URL has been defined, only the URL is included; the video file is not 

sent. If a URL has not been defined, the video file is sent as an attachment. 

- If the video source is a video stream, the stream URL is included. 

For example, rtsp://10.36.0.122:8554/presentations.  

- If the video source is a capture device, the Linux device name is included. 

For example, /dev/video1.  

- PDFs: Applies to documents dragged from PDF Book and PDF Flow widgets.  

If a URL to the PDF has been defined, only the URL is included; the PDF file is not 

sent. If a URL has not been defined, the PDF file is sent as an attachment  

- Web page: The web page URL is always included in the body text. 
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▪ Sender, subject and body text  

The Email Sending service has attributes for configuring the email sender, subject 

and body text.  

- Sender: Use the Email Sender Name and Email Sender Address attributes to 

identify the sender to the recipient. For example, Showcase and 

noreply@unipraxis.com.  

Note: Some email services, including Gmail, will use the SMTP Username attribute 

for the sender's address instead of the supplied Email Sender Address.  

- Subject: The Email Subject attribute is self-explanatory. For example, Content sent 

from Showcase.  

- Body text: The Email Template attribute defines the body text of any emails sent 

by MT Showcase. The template can include variables to customize the text 

content. For example, you can use a variable to add the recipient's name. For 

details about setting up an email template, see section 10.1.3. 

10.1.2 Set up the SMTP server 

If you add the Email Sending service to your app’s service set, you must set up the SMTP 

server that MT Showcase uses to send screen content.   

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the  Service Sets screen, click the Create New button  

3. Enter the name of the new services set. For example, My Service Set. 

4. Click the Create New button.  

5. In the Editing service set screen, go to the Add new service section: 

a. Select Email Sending from the Select Service drop-down menu.  

b. Enter a name for the new email sending service.  

c. Click the Add button. 

6. Still in the Editing service set screen, go to the Email Sending section. 

7. Edit the email attributes, as required. You will need to supply details about your SMTP 

server, host, port and password. You will also need to supply details about the email 

accounts (sender, from, and reply-to) that this service will use. 

8. Click the Save button.  

Now set up the email template that this service will use. Go to section 10.1.3. 
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10.1.3 Set up an email template 

An email template defines the body text of any emails sent by MT Showcase. The 

template can include variables to customize the email’s text content. For example, you 

can use a variable to add the recipient's name.  

Follow these steps:  

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the service set you want. For example, My Service Set. 

3. In the Editing service set screen, go to the Add new service section: 

4. Go to the Email subject attribute and enter text for the email’s subject field.  

For example, Content exported from MT Showcase. 

5. Go to the Email template attribute and enter the text that appears in the body of the 

e-mail message.  

You can include these variables: 

<name> Adds the user name associated with the registered Codice card.  

<links> Adds URL hyperlinks to the body text. If you omit this variable the URL 

hyperlinks are added the end of the message. See section 10.1.4 for 

details.  

For example: 

“Hi <name>  

Follow these links to find the MT Showcase items that interested you: 

<links>  

For information about other MultiTaction products, visit 

www.multitaction.com.” 

10.1.4 Define URLs for large items in media library 

To avoid sending very large videos or PDFs as email attachments, you can set up MT 

Showcase emails to include the URL to an item instead of sending the actual item as an 

attachment. 

For example, if your Showcase app includes an important video, you can include the URL 

for this video on your YouTube channel. Now, if a user adds this video to their personal 

space and sends it to their registered email account, this URL is included in the email 

instead of the actual .mp4 file.  

The following rules apply: 

▪ Images are always attached to an MT Showcase email. If a URL has been defined for 

the image in the media library, the URL is also included. 

Note: If an image has been annotated with an infrared pen, the annotations are 

preserved on the image when it is sent as an email attachment.  
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▪ Other items, especially videos and PDFs, are attached to the email only if no URL has 

been defined for them. If a URL has been defined, only the URL is included in the 

MT Showcase email ie, no file is attached. 

To set up MT Showcase emails to include the URL to an item, you must add the URL to 

the item in the media library. If a URL has been defined for an item, it is always included 

in the email.  

Follow these steps:  

1. Click the  button to open the media library pane.  

2. In the media library, click the item you want. 

3. Click the  Codice URLs tab at the bottom of the media library pane.  

4. Enter the URL for the item in the Codice URL input box.  

5. Click the Save button.  

10.2 Data Gathering service 

The Data Gathering service collects content usage data that can be imported into third 

party data visualization tools such as Tableau Desktop. Usage data is stored in a 

PostgreSQL database as event records.  

Example events include touch events (finger, hand infrared pen, or Codice marker), 

opening or closing a widget, playing a video, viewing a PDF, browsing to a URL, adding 

items to a personal space, and emailing items from a personal space. The Data Gathering 

service also records when an app starts and closes, when an media library asset (image, 

video or PDF) is opened in a widget, and when idle widgets are timed out and and close 

automatically. 

For details about the PostgreSQL database, event types, and the event record format, see 

the Showcase Installation Manual.  

10.2.1 Enable data gathering  

To enable data gathering, you simply add the Data Gathering service to your MT 

Showcase app’s service set. This causes MT Showcase to track content usage and 

generate event records whenever the app is running.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click an existing service set. For example, My Service Set. 

Or create a new service set (see section 10.1.2). 
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3. In the Editing service set screen, go to the Add new service section: 

a. Select Data Gathering from the Select Service drop-down menu.  

b. Enter a name for the new data gathering service. We recommend you choose a 

name that identifies the video wall that MT Showcase runs on. For example, 

specify the room or office where the video wall is located.  

c. Click the Add button. 

4. Still in the Editing service set screen, go to the Data Gathering section. 

5. Edit the following attributes: 

- Site name: The site name is included in each event record and enables analysts to 

identify which video wall an event record is associated with.  

For example, if you run Showcase on video walls in multiple locations but store 

event records in a central database, you can create a Data Gathering service for 

each location. If you set the Site Name to be the name of the office, you can 

readily filter out event records for specific locations.  

- Enable input tracking: By default, data gathering includes any user inputs detected 

on the video wall, including finger, hand, pen or Codice touch events. Tracking 

these inputs can generate a lot of data and can adversely affect app performance. 

You can disable this attribute to exclude input tracking from the data gathering 

service.  

Note: When this attribute is disabled, the data gathering service only collects 

'widget data' (for example, when widgets open or close). 

6. Click the Save button.  

 

Editing a service set screen, Data gathering service 1 Add new service pane. 2 Data Gathering 

section. Contains the attributes for the data gathering service.  

1 

2 
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11 Codice cards 

A Codice is a user ID in the form of a 2D barcode (or marker). A Codice card is simply a 

Codice printed on paper or card. When MT Canvus runs in table mode (section 14), 

Codice cards are often attached to the underside of a tangible user interface ie, a physical 

object such as a handheld plastic block or even a whiskey glass!  

There are two types of Codice card: 

▪ Personal markers: A user has their own Codice card to access their personal space. 

A user’s personal Codice card is more commonly referred to as a personal marker.  

A personal marker can also be used to open Codice content.  

Note: With a personal marker, a user can access their personal space from any app 

running on your MT Showcase server.  

▪ Erasers: You can also designate a Codice as an eraser. Any user can use an eraser card 

to erase pen or finger annotations from an MT Showcase app.  

Before your users can start using Codice cards, you must:  

1. Add a Codice detector to your app. This widget allows the app to detect when Codice 

cards are held against the screen. See section 11.3. 

2. Register each personal marker and eraser before it can be used in an MT Showcase 

app. After registering the Codices, you can print and distribute the Codice cards to 

your users. See section 11.1 and section 11.6. 

You register Codices for individual users and designate erasers in the Codice DB screen. 

 

Codice Database screen. 1 Example Codice cards. 2 Codice as a tangible user interface. 

1 

2 
1 

1 
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11.1 Identify Codice codes with the Input Visualizer 

Before you can register individual Codices, whether as personal markers or erasers, you 

need to know the Codice’s code number. This section describes how to identify these 

codes if you do not know them already.  

It is possible to manually calculate the code from the binary value of the 2D barcode. 

However, it is far easier to use the Input Visualizer widget. Follow these steps: 

1. Add the Input Visualizer to the Main layer of your app’s structure. 

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the structure you want to use. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen appears.  

c. Go to the Main section and click the Add a new widget to Main hyperlink.  

d. Add the Input Visualizer widget.  

e. In the Input Visualizer Attributes pane, edit the attributes as required.  

Tip: To make the Input Visualizer easier to locate, confirm the Background color 

attribute is non-transparent (ie, the alpha channel must be set to 1, not zero). For 

example, for a black background use rgba(0,0,0,1) or #000000. 

Tip: To make Codice codes easier to read, increase the Font size attribute to 36 pt. 

f. Save the changes.  

2. In the app, hold a Codice card against the screen over the Input Visualizer widget.  

The display now reveals the Codice code. Make a note of the code. 

3. When you have finished identifying Codice codes, you can delete the Input Visualizer 

from the structure of your app.  

In the Editing a Structure screen, right-click the Input Visualizer and click Delete. 

 

Input Visualizer example. 1 Input Visualizer widget. 2 Codice code number. 3 Marker visualization.  

Hold the Codice card over the Input Visualizer to see the Codice code. In this example, the widget 

has a black background. Its size is 1080 x 1080 px and the font size is 36 pt.  

1 

2 

3 
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11.2 Register personal markers  

A personal marker is a Codice card that has been registered in the Codice database.  

A personal marker may be assigned to an individual user, enabling them to access their 

personal space in an MT Showcase app. Or a personal marker may be for general use, 

allowing any user with the card to launch Codice content.  

To register a personal marker, you must enter the code number, a user name, and the 

user’s email address. For erasers, you only need the code number (see section 11.6). 

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the  Codice Database screen, go to the Personal Markers pane.  

3. Click the New Marker button.  

4. Enter the following details: 

Marker Code: Enter the code for Codice assigned to the user. 

Name: Enter the user’s name. This name can be formal or informal. It is used as a 

greeting when the user opens their personal space in an MT Showcase app.  

Email: Enter the user’s email address. If the user sends items to themself from their 

personal space, the items will be sent to this address.  

5. Click the Save button. 

6. Print and distribute the new personal marker to the user.  

7. The user can now access their personal space or Codice content as described 

in section 11.3 and section 11.5. 

 

Codice Database screen, Personal markers pane.  

1 Registered Codices. 2 Create codice content hyperlink. 3 New Marker button. 

2 

3 

1 
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11.3 Add a Codice detector 

The Codice detector is a special widget that enables your app to detect when a user holds 

a personal marker or an unregistered Codice card against the screen: 

▪ Personal markers: If a user presents a registered personal marker, the app opens a 

personal space or launches Codice content.  

▪ Unregistered Codice cards: If a user presents an unregistered card, the app opens a 

temporary personal space that allows the user to self-register ie, the user can gather 

items, enter an impromptu email address, and sent the items to this address. The 

user also has the option to permanently register their Codice card and email address.  

If your app does not include a Codice detector, it will only recognize erasers. It will ignore 

all other Codice cards. (Erasers are always recognized and do not need the Codice 

detector.) 

Follow these steps: 

1.  Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click My First Structure to open the Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Main section and click Add a new widget to Main.  

4. Add the Codice detector widget. 

5. In the Codice detector attributes pane, edit these attributes:  

- Rotate personal space towards Codice and Codice rotation offset: These attributes 

are used when MT Showcase runs in table mode (see section 14.2).  

- Allow unregistered Codice markers? This attribute determines how your app 

handles unregistered Codice cards. If this attribute is enabled, the app opens a 

temporary personal space that allows the user to self-register (see above). If it is 

disabled, the app ignores the Codice card.  

To enable this attribute, select ‘Use a fixed value’ and then select the Enabled 

check box.  

- Collect widgets with Codice: Users can place a Codice marker on a widget to add it 

to their personal space or email it to their registered email address. This attribute 

determines what happens to the widget. Choose the option you want from the 

drop-down list. Click the  help button for details.  

- Toolbar: Applies only to a personal space widget. You do not need to add a toolbar 

to the personal space widget, but users may find it convenient if it has a toolbar 

with  Pin and  Close buttons.  

To add a toolbar to the personal space widget, select ‘Use a fixed value’ and then 

select an existing toolbar or create a new one (see section 3.5.1).  

6. Click Save.  
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11.4 Personal space  

A personal space (also called a personal folder) provides a simple method for exporting 

screen content out of MT Showcase.  

11.4.1 Drag items into a personal space 

The user simply holds their personal marker against the screen to open their personal 

space. They can then drag any screen items into this folder from the MT Showcase app. 

To remove an item, the user simply drags it out of their personal space. 

Note: With their personal marker, a user can access their personal space from any app 

running on your MT Showcase server.  

 

 

Using a personal space. 1 The user holds their personal marker face down as shown. 2 Pin button 

in personal space toolbar. 3 Personal space. 4 Items in the personal space. 5 Email button.  

1 

2 

4 4 4 

5 

3 
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11.4.2 Send email attachments (or URLs) 

Users can send items in a personal space to a registered email address. 

Note: For very large videos or PDFs, the email can include a URL instead of an attachment. 

For details about the email contains, see section 10.1.1. 

The user must follow these steps: 

1. The user holds their personal marker against the screen to open their personal space. 

2. In the personal space, the user taps the email button and then waits while all items 

are sent as email attachments (or URLs).  

  

Sending items as email attachments. 1 Items in personal space. 2 Email button. 3 Wait while 

items are sent.  

3. The user taps the Back to my personal space hyperlink to return to their personal 

space.  

 

Sending items as email attachments. 1 ‘Back to my personal space’ hyperlink. 

1 

3 

2 

1 1 1 
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11.5 Codice content 

Codice content refers the item that opens automatically when a user presents a personal 

marker (ie, holds it against the screen). This item could be a video or a finger menu, or 

even a product such as MT Canvus. In fact, all the main ‘content widgets’ are supported, 

such as image viewers, web browsers, or cloud widgets.  

Codice content is assigned to a specific Codice code. The content is available to anyone 

who presents a personal marker with the correct Codice code.  

For example, you may decide to associate Codice 99 with a video. After setting up the 

Codice content, you simply print a set of personal markers bearing Codice 99 and 

distribute them to your users. When any user presents a ‘Codice 99’ personal marker, the 

video launches automatically.  

Note: In this context, a personal marker is not ‘personal’ but may be used by any user. 

However, we use the term here for consistency. 

You set up Codice content in the Codice Database screen. Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the  Codice Database screen, go to the Personal Markers pane.  

3. Create the personal marker that you want to associate with a personal menu.  

For example, if you want to use Codice 99 to open a special finger menu, add a new 

marker with these details: 

Marker code:  99 

Name:  Special menu 

Email: You do not need to provide an email address.  

4. Click the Create codice content hyperlink.  

This opens the Editing a structure screen. 

 

Codice Database screen, Personal markers. 1 New ‘Codice content’ personal marker. There is 

no need to assign an email address to this marker. 2 Create codice content hyperlink. 

1 2 
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5. Now define the launched widget(s) lists. This widget opens when a user presents the 

relevant personal marker. The launched widget can be any item normally found in the 

Main or Menu layers of an app’s structure (for example, an image, video, PDF or 

finger menu). If required, you can even launch multiple widgets.  

There are two widget lists, each with its own interpretation of the widget Location 

attribute. You can add widgets to either list, or to both lists:  

- Widgets launched around Codice marker: For a widget in this list, the Location 

attribute is relative to the position of the personal marker on the screen. Use this 

list if you want a widget to open below or next to the personal marker.  

For example, if the location of an image widget is 0,0, then the image will always 

open directly below the personal marker.  

- Widgets launched at absolute screen locations: For a widget in this list, the 

Location attribute is relative to the top left corner of the screen. Use this list if you 

want a widget to always open at the same location on the screen.  

For example, if the location of an image widget is 0,0, then the image will always 

open in the top left corner of the screen.  

In the Editing a structure screen: 

a. Click either of the two Add a new widget hyperlinks. 

b. Add the widget you want.  

c. Set the Location attribute. See above for details of how this location is interpreted.  

d. Set the remaining attributes for the new widget. If necessary, use section 3 for 

guidance on how to edit widget attributes.  

6. Click the Save button. 

 

Example Codice content in the Editing a structure screen. 1 Hyperlink to add ‘widgets launched 

around Codice marker’. 2 Launched widget. This example launches a finger menu when a user 

presents the relevant Codice marker. 3 Hyperlink to add ‘widgets launched at absolute screen 

locations’. 4 Attributes for the launched widget. 5 Save button.  

1 

5 

4 

2 

3 
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11.6 Erasers 

You use eraser cards to erase pen or finger annotations from an MT Showcase app.  

By default, Codices 612 and 614 are designated as erasers. You simply print either of 

these Codices onto paper or card to create eraser cards. You then distribute these cards 

to your users. Any user can use an eraser card to erase on-screen annotations. 

You do not normally need to change the default eraser numbers but, if required, you can 

designate any Codice as an eraser. Follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the  Codice Database screen, scroll down to the Erasers section.  

3. Click the New Marker button.  

4. In the Marker Code column, enter the code for the Codice you want to designate as 

an eraser. 

5. Click the Save button. 

6. Print and distribute the new eraser card. 

11.7 Create your own Codice cards 

If required, you can download ready-made sets of Codice markers in .pdf format. 

Alternatively, you can generate your own Codice markers in .png format using the 

MultiTaction MarkerFactory application. In either case, you can then print the markers 

onto paper or card and distribute to your users. For full details about creating your own 

Codice markers, see the MultiTaction Cell User Manual. This manual is available on the 

MultiTaction web site: 

https://cornerstone.multitouch.fi/ 
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12 Toolbars 

It’s often useful, or even necessary, to add toolbars to widgets in your app. Toolbars can 

include Close, Pin and Maximize buttons, plus Color and Clear buttons for widget 

annotations.  

12.1 Adding a toolbar 

This section briefly summarizes how to add a new or existing toolbar to a widget. For a 

detailed example on how to add a new toolbar to a web browser, see section 3.5.  

To add a toolbar: 

1. Go to the Editing a structure screen and select the widget.  

2. In the widget attributes pane, go to the Toolbar attribute.  

3. Add a new or existing toolbar: 

- Existing toolbar: Select an existing toolbar from the drop-down-menu. 

- New toolbar: Click the Add button to create a new toolbar. For example, 

My First Toolbar. Then click the Edit button to add buttons to the toolbar.  

 
Editing a Toolbar Widget screen and pop-up of available buttons  

4. Save the changes to the widget. The widget now displays a toolbar in your app.  

  

Image viewer without toolbar Same widget with toolbar  
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12.2 Toolbar buttons 

Widget toolbars can include the following buttons:  

▪ Close: Closes the widget. 

Tip: You can also remove widgets by dragging them off the screen.  

▪ Pin: Pins or unpins the widget; see section 3.5.3. 

▪ Maximize: Expands the widget to fill the entire screen or, if configured, the closest 

maximization area; see section 17.8. 

▪ Color: Opens a color palette for annotations drawn on the widget. The palette 

includes an option for random colors.  

▪ Clear: Clears any annotations drawn on the widget. Tap and keep pressing this button 

to clear all annotations on the widget.  

Tip: Keep pressing the Clear button until the circular progress bar completes. 

▪ Hide: Only available on secondary toolbars. Hides the toolbar.  

When a toolbar is hidden, this button is replaced by the unhide button (a subtle 

white dot). Tap the dot to unhide the toolbar.  

   

Toolbar buttons and tools  

1 Close button.  

2a Pin button. 2b Unpin button.  

3a Maximize button. 3b Unmaximize button. Available only when widget is maximized. 

4a Annotation color button. 4b Annotation color palette. 4c Random color option.  

5a Clear button. 5b Circular progress bar; keep pressing this button until the progress 

bar completes. 

6a Hide toolbar button. 6b Unhide toolbar button.  

4b 

2a 

4a 

5a 

1 

3c 
6a 5b 

3a 

2b 

5b 

3b 
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12.3 Primary and secondary toolbars 

When you create a new toolbar, you can create a primary or secondary toolbar. Primary 

toolbars are permanently visible. Secondary toolbars include buttons to hide and unhide 

the toolbar. Primary and secondary toolbars are both optional. 

Toolbar widgets can display buttons in three positions:  

▪ Toolbar-primary top: Buttons are on the top-right of a widget. These toolbars are 

permanently visible.  

▪ Toolbar-primary-bottom: Buttons are on the bottom -right of a widget. These toolbars 

are permanently visible. 

  

1 Primary-toolbar-top 2 Primary-toolbar-bottom 

▪ Toolbar-secondary: Buttons are on the bottom -right of a widget. This toolbar can be 

optionally hidden by the user.  

  

3 Secondary-toolbar, buttons visible 4 Secondary toolbar, buttons hidden 

 

3 

4 

2 

1 
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13 Annotations 

The Annotation feature allows users to draw directly on the app background or on 

individual widgets with their finger or an infrared pen.  

  

Use infrared pens to draw sketches and captions. 1 The pens supplied with MT Showcase have a 

touch-activated infrared LED in their tip.  

13.1 Background annotation or widget annotation? 

In an MT Showcase app, you can enable annotations on the app’s background and on 

individual widgets. Background annotations do not overlap screen items in the app’s main 

layer and users cannot change the annotation color.  

Conversely, widget annotations can extend over the background (if the stroke starts over 

the widget). Also, users can set the annotation color and delete annotations with the 

Color and Clear toolbar buttons.  

  

1 Background annotations do not overlap widgets. 2 Widget annotations can extend over the app 

background. 3 Color button 4 Clear button. These buttons apply to widget annotations only. 

1 

2 

1 
3 

4 
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13.2 Enable annotations  

In an MT Showcase app, you can enable annotations on the app’s background and on 

individual widgets.  

13.2.1 Enable background annotations  

These annotations display on the app background only.  

Note: You cannot draw background annotations on top of items in the app’s main layer 

(ie, on top of screen items such as an image or web browser). If any background 

annotations overlap these screen items, the annotations display behind these items.  

Follow these steps 

1. Edit a structure.  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen appears.  

2. Add the annotation widget to the background level.  

a. Go to the Background section and click Add a new widget to background.  

b. From the pop-up Background widget menu, add the Annotation widget.  

c. Make sure the Annotation widget is at the top of the list of background widgets.  

Important! Annotations will only work in the background layer if the Annotation 

widget is topmost!  

d. Click the Save button.  

 

Editing a Structure screen. 1 Widgets in background layer.  

2 Annotation widget is top of the list.  

2 1 
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3. Edit the Annotation widget attributes: 

- Default color and Use random colors: These attributes set the color of the pen or 

finger stroke. Users cannot override these colors.  

- Enable drawing with pens and Enable drawing with fingers: When enabled, these 

attributes allow users to draw on the app background.  

- Annotation lifetime: This attribute defaults to 2 minutes. When the lifetime 

expires, any annotations on the app background automatically fade and disappear. 

If you set the lifetime to zero seconds, annotations never fade and can only be 

removed with an eraser card (see section 13.3).  

4. Click the Save button.  

13.2.2 Enable annotations on a widget  

These annotations are associated with a specific widget only.  

Note: When drawing annotations with a pen or finger, the stroke must start over the 

widget. You can draw a stroke that extends beyond the widget onto the app background. 

However, you cannot start a stroke on the background and extend it over the widget.  

Follow these steps 

1. Edit a structure.  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen appears.  

2. Add an Annotation widget.  

a. Go to the Main section and click the widget you want, such as an Image Viewer 

widget.  

b. In the widget attributes pane, go to the Annotation widget.  

c. Click the New button.  

d. In the Add a new Annotation widget pop-up, add the Annotation widget. 

 
Add a new Annotation widget pop-up 

e. Type a name for the new Annotation widget. For example, Annotations for 

Widgets. 

f. Click the Save button.  
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3. Edit the new Annotation widget  

a. In the widget attributes pane, go to the Annotation widget.  

b. Click the Edit button to display the Editing a widget screen.  

c. Edit the following attributes: 

- Default color and Use random colors: These attributes set the color of the pen 

or finger stroke. Users can override these colors if you add a toolbar with a 

Color button.  

- Enable drawing with pens and Enable drawing with fingers: When enabled, 

these attributes allow users to draw on the widget.  

- Annotation lifetime: This attribute defaults to 2 minutes. When the lifetime 

expires, any annotations on the widget automatically fade and disappear. If 

you set the lifetime to zero seconds, annotations never fade and can only be 

removed with an eraser card or a toolbar Clear button (see section 13.3).  

d. Click the Save button.  

13.3 Remove annotations 

There are three ways to remove annotations:  

▪ User can erase annotations with an eraser card; see section 11.6. 

▪ You can configure the Annotation lifetime attribute to automatically erase 

annotations after a specified period.  

▪ (For widget annotations only) If a widget has a toolbar, you can include 

the  Clear button to allow users to manually erase the widget’s annotations; 

see section 12.2.  
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14 Table mode 

You can configure MT Showcase to run on touchscreen tables by enabling table mode in 

your app. In this mode, MT Showcase automatically detects which side of the table the 

user is on when they tap a widget, open a menu, or place a Codice card on the screen. It 

then rotates screen content to face the user.  

All the content widgets, including the various image, PDF and video widgets, plus the 

finger menu and teaser menu support table mode.  

  

MT Showcase in table mode. For example, when a user taps an Image Viewer widget (1), 

the widget rotates to face the user.  

14.1 Enable table mode 

Follow these steps 

1. Edit a structure.  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen appears.  

2. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the widget you want to edit.  

3. In the right-hand attributes pane, go to the Rotate widget towards hand attribute.  

Or, for finger menus and teaser menus, go to the Rotate menu towards hand 

attribute. 

a. Select ‘Use a fixed value’ 

b. Select the Enabled check box.  

c. Click Save.  

Note: Alternatively, edit the Rotate widget towards hand attribute in the Table Mode 

theme defaults; see section 8.6. 

1 

1 
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14.2 Enable Codice support for table mode 

(Optional) You can also configure Codice handling to support table mode. For example, 

you can rotate Codice content to face the user. You can also close Codice content when 

the user lifts their Codice marker from the screen.  

Note: Codice content refers to widgets launched when a user presents a Codice marker on 

the screen. See section 11.5.  

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the Themes screen, click the theme you want,  

The Editing a theme screen opens automatically.  

3. In the Editing a theme screen, go to Theme defaults pane (see section 8.6.1) and click 

the Table mode defaults set.  

In the main pane, the  Table mode defaults set expands automatically to display 

the default attributes.  

4. Edit the following attributes: 

- Move contents with the Codice: When this attribute is enabled, widgets launched 

by a Codice card automatically rotate to face the user. 

Note: In technical terms, the Codice content rotates to match the orientation of the 

Codice marker. 

- Dismiss contents when Codice is lifted: When this attribute is enabled, widgets 

launched by a Codice card are closed when the user lifts the Codice from the 

screen.  

- Codice rotation offset: This attribute is provided to correct the orientation of 

Codice markers printed upside down on business cards or attached the wrong way 

round to tangible user interfaces (section 11). Generally, you only edit this 

attribute if instructed to do so by MultiTaction support staff.  

For each attribute, click the  help button for more details.  

5. In the Editing a theme screen, go to the Codice detector component and edit the 

following attributes:  

- Rotate personal space towards Codice: When this attribute is enabled, the user’s 

personal space automatically rotates to face the user. 

- Codice rotation offset: See the description in step 4.  

6. Click Save.  
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15 Screensaver 

You can define one or more screensavers in your MT Showcase app.  

A single screensaver can comprise a background such as Awesome or Shader effect, an 

image or movie, or animated content. The screensaver is displayed when the app has 

been idle for a specified time. To clear the screensaver and return to the app, the user 

taps the screen. 

▪ Screensaver content: The simplest screensaver shows an animated background such 

as Awesome or Shader effect (see section 2.3.4). Alternatively, a screensaver can 

display an Image viewer, Image movie, or Video viewer widget; you specify the image 

or video that is displayed. The final screensaver option is Animated content (see 

section 17.2). 

▪ Multiple screensavers: By default, a single screensaver fills the entire screen, but you 

can specify a custom size and screen area. For example, you may choose to define 

several screensavers, each showing separate content, covering different areas of the 

screen.  

 

Example screensaver: animated content on top of Shader effect background. Here, the animated 

content comprises an Image Viewer widget (1) that fades in and out at random screen locations. 

Users tap anywhere on the screen to hide the screensaver and return to the Showcase app. 

15.1.1 Add a screensaver to your app 

Follow these steps:  

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Overlay section and click Add a new widget to Overlay.  

1 1 

1 
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4. From the pop-up widget menu, choose Screensaver.  

 

Editing a structure screen. 1 Pop-up menu of Overlay widgets. 2 Screensaver widget 

and Add button. 

5. In the Screensaver attributes pane, set the general screensaver attributes: 

- Size and Location: By default, a single screensaver fills the entire screen. 

(To manually configure a screen saver to fill the screen, set both attributes to 0 0.)  

Alternatively, you can specify a custom size and location for the screensaver. 

- Idle time: Specify how much idle time (in seconds) must elapse before the 

screensaver launches. ‘Idle time’ means a period in which no users touch 

the screen or interact with the app.  

- Clip contents: You do not normally need to change this attribute. Click the  help 

button for details.  

6. (Optional) If you intend to add multiple screensavers to your app, you may want to 

give distinctive names to each screensaver in the Editor.  

To rename a screensaver, right-click the Screensaver widget and click Rename. 

7. Click the Save button.  

Now set up the content for your screensaver. Go to section 15.1.2. 

1 

2 
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15.1.2 Set up content for your screensaver  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the  triangle next to the Screensaver widget 

that you added in section 15.1.1.  

The widget expands to reveal the Add a new widget to Screensaver hyperlink.  

2. Click the Add a new widget hyperlink. 

a. Add the widget(s) you want. Choose from:  

- Image Viewer, Image Movie or Video Viewer.  

- Awesome or Shader effect animated backgrounds. 

- Animated content; see section 17.2 for setup details.  

Tip: You can add multiple images, videos or animated content to a single 

screensaver.  

b. Set the attributes for the new widget(s).  

Note: If you want an image or video screensaver to fill the entire screen, you must 

manually set the Size and Location attributes to fill your video wall.  

3. Click the Save button.  

  

Setting up a screensaver. 1 Screensaver added to Overlay layer. 2 Triangle. Click to reveal 

‘Add a new widget’ hyperlink. 3 Expanded Screensaver content widget. 4 ‘Add a new widget 

to Screensaver contents’ hyperlink.  

2 

1 

3 

4 
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16 Import & export 

You can export or import MT Showcase apps. You may want to do this for backup 

purposes or to import apps onto a different video wall.  

You can export apps in their entirety, or you can selectively export structures, themes, 

service sets, Codice data, and media library assets. You can subsequently re-import zips 

that you exported previously.   

16.1 Zip files  

Exported data is downloaded as a zip file to your local computer. On Windows 

computers, the zip is saved to the \Downloads folder in your user profile. 

Zip files use this name format: 

showcase-export.<application computer>.<yyyy-mm-dd>[.<name>].zip 

Where <name> is the optional name or description you provide when you run an export 

operation. For example: 

showcase-export.MT-AppSvr-Ub14.2016-11-05.MyExport.zip 

16.2 Export data from MT Showcase 

You can export any combination of data on your MT Showcase server. Follow these steps: 

1. Click  Import & Export in the left-hand menu. 

2. Go to the Export a File section. 

3. (Optional) Add a short name or description for your zip file. This name or description 

is incorporated into the zip filename.  

4. You can export entire apps or individual structures, themes and service sets.  

Apps are always exported in their entirety with their associated structure, theme, and 

service set. If you do not want to export an entire app, you can selectively export its 

structure, theme or service set. Do one of the following 

- Select which apps you want to export, or  

- Select which structure, theme or service set you want to export. 

 
Import & Export screen, Export a File section. 1 Check boxes for exporting apps  

1 
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5. (Optional) Export the Codice database.  

Select the Codice DB checkbox to export details about all registered Codices (personal 

markers and erasers; see section 11). 

6. (Optional) Export the media library.  

You can choose to export all items (‘assets’) in the media library or only items that are 

currently used by a structure, theme or content set.  

Tip: If your media library is very large, it may be more practical to maintain separate 

copies of library items (for example, in a backup folder on your network), instead of 

exporting all items to a zip file.  

7. Click the Export button.  

 

Import & Export screen. 1 Export check box for Codice database.  

2 Export options for media library. 3 Export button.  

8. Exported data is saved to a zip file, as described in section 16.1.  

An advisory at the bottom of the Import & Export screen provides a time-limited 

hyperlink to the downloaded zip.  

 

Download advisory for zip file containing exported data 

1 

2 

3 
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16.3 Import data into MT Showcase 

You can re-import zips of MT Showcase data that you exported previously.  

Follow these steps: 

1. Click  Import & Export in the left-hand menu. 

2. Go to the Import a File section. 

3. Click the Choose File button and browse to the zip file you want.  

4. Click the Upload button.  

 
Import & Export screen, Import a File section 
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17 Other features 

This section briefly introduces some other useful features in the MT Showcase Editor.  

17.1 Password protection 

The MT Showcase Editor can be password-protected to prevent unauthorized changes to 

apps, structures, themes and so on. When the Editor is protected, any app designer who 

wants to open the Editor must enter the correct user name and password. 

Password protection for the Editor can be enabled (or disabled) by an MT Showcase 

administrator. It is the administrator’s responsibility to inform app designers of the user 

name and password needed to access the Editor. For setup details, see the MT Showcase 

Editor Installation Manual.  

 
MT Showcase Editor authentication dialog 

17.2 Animated content 

The ‘Animated content’ feature allows you to apply animation to images or videos in the 

Overlay or Background layers of your app. Specifically, you can apply animation to Image 

viewer, Image movie, and Video viewer widgets. 

This feature supports two types of animation: 

▪ Floating images or videos: The image widget or video widget floats slowly across the 

screen. (Teaser menus also use this animation style; see section 5.) 

▪ Fading images or videos: The image widget or video widget pulses rhythmically, fading 

in and out, at random screen locations, or random locations inside the screensaver 

area; or in the screen corners.  

In both cases, the images or videos are non-interactive. For example, users cannot resize 

screensaver images or pause screensaver videos.  
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Animated content example. Here, the animated content comprises an 

Image Viewer widget (1) that fades in and out at the screen corners.  

17.2.1 Add animated content to your app 

Follow these steps:  

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Background section and click Add a new widget to Background.  

Or go to the Overlay section and click Add a new widget to Overlay. 

Note: You can add animated content to the Overlay or Background layers. Overlay 

animated content displays on top of content in the Main and Background layers. 

Background animated content displays behind content in the Main and Overlay layers. 

4. From the pop-up widget menu, choose Animated content.  

5. Add a content animation widget to your structure: 

a. In the Animated content attributes pane, select a Content animation widget.   

b. Click the New button.  

 
Animated content attributes pane, Content animation attribute. 1 New and Edit buttons. 

1 1 

1 1 

1 
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c. In the Add a new widget pop-up, choose the type of animation you want: 

Fading content behavior or Floating content behavior. 

 
Add a new widget pop-up: available behaviors for content animation 

d. Type a name for the new Content animation widget. For example, Fading Content 

Animation. 

e. Click the Save button.  

6. Edit the new content animation widget  

a. Still in the Animated content attributes pane, click the Edit button to display the 

Editing a widget screen.  

b. Edit the attributes for your content animation widget. If you added: 

- Fading content behavior: The available attributes determine how often images 

or videos appear and disappear and whether they fade in and out, and expand 

or shrink, as they appear and disappear. Note also the Only use corners 

attribute; if this attribute is enabled, items only appear in the screen corners.  

- Floating content behavior: The available attributes cover the speed and 

direction of widget movement, the ‘shape’ of the widget undulations across 

the screen, and so on. (See also section 5.5.2.) 

7. Click the Save button.  

Now set up the content that you want to animate. Go to section 17.2.2.  

17.2.2 Set up the animated content  

Follow these steps:  

1. In the Editing a Structure screen, click the  triangle next to the Animated content 

widget that you added in section 17.2.1.  

The widget expands to reveal the Add a new widget to Animated content hyperlink. 

(See the screenshot on page 103.) 

2. Click the Add a new widget hyperlink.  

a. Add the widget(s) you want. Choose from Image Viewer, Image Movie or Video 

Viewer.  

b. Set the attributes for the new widget(s). If necessary, use section 3 for guidance 

on how to edit widget attributes.  

Tip: You can add multiple images or videos to a single animated content widget.  

3. Click Save to save the animated content. 
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Setting up animated content. 1 Animated content widget added to Background layer. 

2 Triangle. Click to reveal widget hyperlink. 3 Expanded animated content widget. 4 ‘Add a new 

widget to Animated content’ hyperlink.  

17.3 Background and overlay special effects 

For extra visual impact, you can add animation effects on the screen. These animation 

widgets are interactive and respond to touches, emanating outwards from the user’s 

fingers. The available effects are: 

▪ Champagne: Displays streams of rising bubbles, like in a glass of sparkling wine. 

▪ Ripple: Displays wavelets, like ripples on a pond.  

▪ Sparkles: Displays swirls of particles. Its effect is like dragging your hand through a 

sparkling fluid.  

Champagne and Ripple special effects widgets are available in both the background and 

overlay layers; see section 2.3.1. Sparkles is available only in the background layer.  

To add a special effect:  

3. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

4. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

5. Go to the Background section and click Add a new widget to Background.  

Or go to the Overlay section and click Add a new widget to Overlay. 

6. From the pop-up widget menu, choose a special effect.  

7. Click the Save button to add the special effect to the app background or overlay 

layers.  

2 

1 

3 

4 
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17.4 Opening animations 

There are two types of opening animation in MT Showcase: 

▪ Opening animation: This refers solely to an animation that plays when a user opens a 

finger menu. Two opening animations are supported: 

- Circular: This animation shows a circular progress bar when a user taps the screen 

to open a finger menu. You can specify the color of the progress bars. 

- Stars: This animation shows a spinning spiral of small stars when a user taps the 

screen to open a finger menu. You can specify the color of the stars and spiral 

rotation speed. 

▪ Content opening animation: This refers to the visual effect of a widget fading in and 

expanding when it opens from a finger menu or content hotspot, or when a user 

opens some Codice content. You can control the speed of this animation to give your 

apps a slick, professional feel or a smooth, graceful feel.  

To control the animation speed, you simply set the duration of the animation. If you 

want items to open quickly, set a short duration (eg, 0.3 seconds). If you want 

smoother, more graceful behavior, set a longer duration (eg, 2 seconds).  

The following sections describe how to set animations for finger menus, content 

hotspots, and Codice content.  

17.4.1 Finger menu animations 

You can choose which opening animation plays (Circular or Stars) when the finger menu 

opens. You can also specify how long menu items take to open.  

Notes  

▪ Finger menus are described in section 4. 

▪ This section describes how to set up opening animations by editing an app directly. 

But you can also set up opening animations in a theme. Open the theme you want, go 

to the finger menu component, and repeat the instructions below.  

To edit a finger menu directly, follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure that contains the finger menu you want to edit. For example, 

My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 
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3. Go to the Menu section and click the Finger menu widget  

4. In the right-hand attributes pane, go to the Finger menu attributes section.  

a. Go to the Opening animation attribute and click the New button.  

b. In the Add a new widget pop-up, click an Add button to select the animation you 

want, Circular or Stars. 

 
Add a new widget pop-up for opening animations.  

Note: In this pop-up, the opening animations are called ‘progress animations’.  

c. Enter a name eg, My Circular Menu Opening Animation.  

d. Click the Save button.  

Note: You have now created a new ‘opening animation’ shared widget. This widget is 

now listed in the widget library (see section 2.2.3) and can be assigned to finger 

menus in other apps. It is listed under the ‘Circular progress animation’ or ‘Stars 

progress animation’ widget types. 

5. (Optional) Customize the opening animation. For example, you can specify the color 

of the Circular animation.  

a. Click the Edit button.  

b. In Editing a widget screen, go to the right-hand attributes pane.  

c. Edit the attributes, as required. For example, edit the Color attribute. 

d. Click the Save button. 

6. Now specify how long menu items take to open.  

a. Still in the Finger menu attributes section, go to the Content opening animation 

duration attribute. 

b. Specify how long menu items take to open (in seconds).  

c. Click the Save button. 

 
Editing a structure screen: Content opening animation duration attribute.  
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17.4.2 Content hotspots 

You can choose how long widgets take to open when launched from a content hotspot.  

Notes  

▪ Content hotspots are described in section 7. 

▪ This section describes how to set the duration of content opening animations by 

editing an app directly. But you can also set this duration in a theme. Open the theme 

you want, go to the content hotspot component, and repeat the instructions below.  

To edit a content hotspot directly, follow these steps: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure that contains the content hotspot you want to edit. For example, 

My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Main section and click the Content Hotspot widget.  

4. In the right-hand attributes pane, go to the Content hotspot attributes section.  

a. Click the Show advanced attributes hyperlink:  

 
b. Go to the Content opening animation duration attribute. 

c. Specify how long menu items take to open (in seconds. See the screenshot in the 

previous section. 

d. Click the Save button 

17.4.3 Codice content 

You can choose how long widgets take to open when a user launches Codice content by 

presenting a Codice card.  

Notes  

▪ Codice content is described in section 11.5. 

▪ This section describes how to set the duration of content opening animations by 

editing an app directly. But you can also set this duration in a theme. Open the theme 

you want, go to the codice content component, and repeat the instructions below.  

To edit a Codice content directly, follow these steps: 

1. Click  in the left-hand pane. 

2. In the  Codice Database screen, go to the Personal Markers pane.  

3. Go to a personal marker that has Codice content assigned to it.  
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4. Click the Edit codice content hyperlink.  

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

5. In the left-hand Structure pane, click the Codice Content widget.  

6. In the right-hand Codice content attributes pane:  

a. Click the Show advanced attributes hyperlink:  

 
b. Go to the Content opening animation duration attribute. 

c. Specify how long menu items take to open (in seconds). See the screenshot in the 

section Error! Reference source not found.. 

d. Click the Save button.  

17.5 Snap to angle 

By default, you can freely rotate any screen item. But in some cases, you may want to 

constrain the incremental rotation so that a rotated widget automatically re-adjusts itself 

to a fixed angle of rotation. For example, you may want to ensure that a Video Viewer 

widget or a Web Browser widget always returns to zero degrees (ie, its correct 

orientation) if it is rotated by a user.  

The snap to angle shared widget meets this requirement by causing a rotated widget to 

automatically right itself to a preferred angle of rotation. (The effect is similar to a boat 

righting itself after keeling over.)  

  

Snap to angle example. Here, the number of permitted rotation divisions is 8, equating to stopping 

points at 45° intervals.  

1 An image starts at 0°. 2 A user rotates the image to about 6o°. 3 When the user releases the 

image, it automatically rights itself back to the closest point ie, 45°.  

For example, to assign a snap to angle widget to the web browser in My First Structure 

(see step 3 in section 3.3), follow these steps: 

1. Edit the widget attributes:  

a. Click Structures  in the left-hand menu. 

b. Click the My First Structure hyperlink. 

c. In the Main section, click the Web browser widget. 

3 

1 

2 

0° 
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2. Add a new snap to angle widget. 

a. In the Web browser attributes pane, go to the Snap to angle attribute. 

b. Click the New button.  

c. In the Add a new widget pop-up, click the Add button. 

 
Add a new widget pop-up for ‘snap to angle’ 

d. Type a name for the new snap to angle widget. For example, My 45° Angle Snap. 

e. Click the Save button.  

3. Edit the snap to angle widget.  

a. Click the Edit button to display the Editing a widget screen.  

b. In Editing a widget screen, go to the right-hand attributes pane.  

c. Edit the rotation divisions attribute.  

This attribute determines the number of possible ‘permitted angles’ if you rotate a 

widget through a full circle (ie, 360°). To calculate the interval between permitted 

angles, divide 360 by the number of rotation divisions.  

For example, if you specify 4 rotation divisions, the permitted angles are at 90° 

intervals (ie, 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°). Likewise, if you specify 2 rotation divisions, the 

permitted angles are 0° and 180°. And if you specify 1 rotation division, the widget 

will always correct itself to 0°. 

Click the  help button for details. 

d. Edit the snap animation duration attribute.  

When the user releases a rotated widget, it automatically adjusts its rotation to 

the nearest permitted angle This attribute determines how quickly (or slowly) that 

adjustment takes.  

e. Click the Save button. 

Note: You have now created a new Snap to angle shared widget. This widget is now 

listed in the widget library (see section 2.2.3) and can be assigned to any other widget 

in your app.   
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17.6 Drop shadows 

You can add a drop shadow to widgets such as image viewers and web browsers to 

simulate 3D depth, giving the impression that the widget is raised above the background.  

You can customize the size, position and color of the drop shadow. The default color is 

black, but white or pale gray may be more effective on darker backgrounds.  

 

Image viewer widget with a white drop-down shadow. In this example, 

the shadow is offset by 20 pixels below and to the left of the widget  

To add a drop shadow: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Main section and click the widget you want to edit. The following widget 

types support drop shadows:  

- Book 

- Canvus launcher 

- Image viewer 

- Video viewer 

- Web browser 

4. In the right-hand widget attributes pane, click the Show advanced attributes 

hyperlink:  

 

5. Edit the drop shadow attributes as required.  

For example, to add a white drop shadow, set the Drop shadow color attribute to 

rgba(255,255,255,1) or #FFFFFF or white. Click the  help button or see section 17.7 

for details of color input methods. 

6. Click the Save button.    
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17.7 Defining colors 

Many MT Showcase widgets have color attributes. That is, you can define the attribute’s 

color. For example, you can define the color of bubbles and connectors in a finger menu, 

on-screen annotations, drop shadows, particles in the Sparkles animation, and items in 

the Input visualizer.  

In all cases, you have four methods for specifying color. You can specify: 

▪ RGBA values: Enter an RGBA color in the input box. For example, you can specify solid 

purple as rgba(128,0,128,1).  

- Native format: Whichever color method you use, MT Showcase always translates 

the specified color to its RGBA equivalent value and displays this RGBA value in 

the MT Showcase Editor.  

- Transparency: The ‘a’ element in the RGBA value represents the alpha channel 

(also called the opacity channel). Its possible values range from 0 to 1. When its 

value is 0, the color is fully transparent ie, invisible; when its value is 1, the color is 

fully opaque ie, solid.  

▪ Hex codes: Enter a hex code, or hex triplet, in the input box. Remember to add a 

leading ‘#’ character. For example, you can specify purple as #800080.  

You can only specify solid colors using hex codes; you cannot specify transparent 

or semi-transparent colors. You can, however, edit the alpha channel after MT 

Showcase translates the hex code to an RGBA value.  

▪ CSS color names: Enter the color name eg, purple or darkmagenta. Color names 

are not case-sensitive. For a list of color names supported by modern browsers, see 

www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_names.asp. 

Named colors are always solid; you cannot specify transparent or semi-transparent 

colors. You can, however, edit the alpha channel after MT Showcase translates the 

color name to an RGBA value.  

▪ Color picker: Click the preview swatch to open a color picker. Click the color you want, 

then click outside the picker to close it.  

  

Menu bubble widget, connector color attribute. 1 Input box. This accepts RGBA values, hex codes 

and color names. 2 Preview swatch. 3 Color picker.   
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17.8 Maximization areas 

A maximization area is an area on the screen that displays maximized widgets. An app can 

include multiple maximization areas.   

When a widget is maximized (for example, when a user taps the Maximize toolbar 

button), it floats to the nearest maximization area and scales up to fill the area. If no 

maximization area is defined, the widget scales up to fills the entire screen. Note that 

when widgets are scaled, they retain their width-height ratio.  

Why define a maximization area? They are mainly used on video walls that include a 

breakout display (a screen that is physically separate from the main video wall). In this 

situation, they allow widgets to be maximized on the main video wall only, without 

extending onto the breakout display. They are also useful if you want a non-default 

background color or timeout for maximized widgets.  

Note: While maximized, a widget is pinned and cannot be unpinned. Consequently, users 

cannot move a maximized widget, for example, to interact with other items hidden below 

the maximized widget.  

  

Example maximization area  

1 Original Image Viewer widget. If a user maximizes this image, it floats to the nearest 

maximization area and scales to fill the area. 

2 Maximization area with default background color.  

3 To unmaximize a widget, users tap either edge of the maximization area to display 

the Unmaximize button and (if configured) the widget toolbar. 

4 If no maximization area is defined in the app, maximized images or videos expand to fill the 

entire screen area, including any breakout displays (not shown here).  

3 To unmaximize a widget, users tap the screen edge to display the Unmaximize button. 

17.8.1 How to maximize and unmaximize a widget 

You can configure an app to maximize automatically by enabling the Maximize widget 

when it opens attribute. All content widgets (for example, Image viewers, Video viewers 

and Web browsers) have this attribute. This attribute is also available as a theme default; 

see section 8.6. 

Alternatively, users can manually maximize a widget if you can include a  Maximize 

button in the widget’s toolbar; see section 12.1. 

To reset a maximized widget to its normal size, users tap the edge of the maximization 

area to display the  Unmaximize button. This button will always display, even the 

maximized widget has no toolbar.  
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17.8.2 Add a maximization area: 

1. Click Structures  in the left-hand pane. 

2. Click the structure you want to edit. For example, My First Structure. 

The Editing a Structure screen opens. 

3. Go to the Overlay section and click Add a new widget to Overlay.  

4. From the pop-up widget menu, choose Maximization area.  

 

Editing a structure screen. 1 Pop-up menu of Overlay widgets. 2 Maximization area widget 

and Add button. 

5. In the Maximization area attributes pane, set the size and location attributes: 

- Size and Location: These attributes are self-explanatory.  

- Background color: (Optional) While a widget is maximized, you can configure the 

maximization area to display with a colored background. The default color is 

semi-transparent black ie, rgba(0,0,0,0.8).  

See section 17.7 for color input methods. 

- Toolbars timeout: Set the timeout for idle toolbars in the maximization area. If a 

toolbar is not used before the timeout expires, it closes. For widgets that have no 

toolbar, this timeout also applies to the Unmaximize button.  

6.  (Optional) If you intend to add multiple maximization areas to your app, you may 

want to give distinctive names to each area in the Editor.  

To rename an area, right-click the Maximization area widget and click Rename. 

7. Click the Save button.  
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